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Abstract
In the Wireless-Gigabit-Local-Area-Network (WiGLAN) project, we proposes a sys-
tem architecture that adopts multiple antennas [1, 2, 3, 4] to control the trade-off
between data rate and transmission quality [5, 6] through Space-Time Coding (STC)
[7, 8, 91 and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). However, along
the multiple RF front-ends, there are multiple nodes that signal cross-talk can occur.
Such signal cross-talk occurring on a silicon chip becomes more and more significant
as the integration level and operating radio frequency rise, seriously degrading the
system performance, the data rate and transmission quality. Most of the literature
about on-chip crosstalk suppression have been focusing on adopting various process-
technology techniques, such as using guard ring structures to separate the parallel
RF front ends or inserting a ground plane to shield the cross-talk. In this study, we
will take a different approach. We will investigate the effects of on-chip cross-talk
upon the operations of the coding and modulation schemes adopted in the WiGLAN
system and explore methods, other than those mentioned, to counteract them.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Wireless Gigabit Local Area Network System
and On-chip Cross-talk
The process technology, the physical operating environment and the maximum avail-
able power are constraints that limit the ultimate performance of a wireless commu-
nication system. Today's engineers must explore the limitations of devices, circuit
topologies and system architectures to meet the growing demands of high data rate,
high transmission reliability, small size and low power in wireless communication
electronic systems. In the Wireless-Gigabit-Local-Area-Network (WiGLAN) design
project, we propose a system architecture that adopts multiple antennas [1, 2, 3, 4]
to control the trade-off between data rate and transmission quality [5, 6] through
Space-Time Coding (STC) [7, 8, 9] and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) [10, 11, 12]. Such WiGLAN system architecture integrates multiple RF
front ends on a single silicon chip to achieve the low power and low cost criteria.
Each RF front-end consists a chain of analog circuit blocks, e.g., a mixer, filtering
and power amplifier at the transmitter side and an LNA, mixer and filtering at the
receiver side.
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However, along these chains there are multiple nodes that signal cross-talk 1 can
occur, as shown in Figure 1-1. Such signal cross-talk occurring on a silicon chip
becomes more and more significant as the integration level and operating radio fre-
quency rise, especially in systems with multiple parallel signal paths. On-chip cross-
talk would seriously degrade the performance of WiGLAN system, limiting the data
rate and transmission quality.
x W -----
x /'
cLO
Space-- - - - --
Channel COSO)Lt COSLOWt
COSW 1 rt COSO)L"t
Figure 1-1: Signal Cross-talk at Multiple RF front-ends
1.2 On-Chip Cross-talk Origin
It is important to recognize the origin of on-chip signal cross-talk in order to analyze
and design methods to suppress it. In our investigation, we will be focusing on the
on-chip signal cross-talk due to substrate coupling. A common substrate shared by
the integrated-circuit devices in a mixed-signal system provides non-ideal isolation.
As shown in Figure 1-2, nonzero dielectric constant and conductivity of the substrate
'The definition of signal cross-talk has different versions. To avoid ambiguity, from now on, we
regard signal cross-talk as the appearance of a signal at any signal path that is not its own.
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materials can cause currents to flow through substrate and to couple into circuits
located at different parts of the substrate [13, 14, 151.
p-Capacitive Coupling
Voltage fluctuations on drain or
source couple to bulk through
junct
signal coupling through
the silicon substrate is
substrate sensitive cir -its the major cause of signal cross-talk on chip
-Modeling the Substrate
-- Coupling
The substrate profile
determine the coupling
characteristics
Figure 1-2: Substrate Coupling
1.3 Problem Description
The level of on-chip signal cross-talk is closely related to the particular process tech-
nology, circuit topology and system architecture used. Most of the literature about on-
chip crosstalk suppression have been focusing on adopting various process-technology
techniques, such as using guard ring structures to separate the parallel RF front ends
or inserting a ground plane to the substrate. In the WiGLAN project, we will take a
different approach. We will investigate the effects of on-chip cross-talk upon the op-
erations of the coding and modulation schemes adopted in the WiGLAN system and
explore methods, other than those mentioned, to counteract them. As we analyze the
on-chip cross-talk effects on a particular building block of the system, we assume all
other building blocks are working properly, e.g., the on-chip cross-talk has no effects
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on them. By taking such a divide-and-conquer approach, we will be able to pin-point
the cause of system performance degradation.
1.4 Why a Multiple-RF-Front-Ends System
Since a multiple-RF-front-ends system has on-chip cross-talk effects, why should we
use it? The reason is that we need to use a multiple-antenna system to improve
transmission reliability or data rate in wireless communication.
Unlike additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, in addition to the presence
of noise, a wireless channel also suffers from signal attenuation due to multipath
fading. The multipath phenomenon occurs when the various incoming radio waves
reach their destination from different directions and with different time delays. If the
transmitted signal suffers from strong attenuation, it could be impossible to detect
the signal in an accurate manner at the receiver.
In the WiGLAN project, a transceiver adopts the multiple-parallel-RF-front-ends
architecture to combat signal attenuation due to the multipath fading. Depending
on the characteristics of the wireless channel, we can either send different signals
simultaneously on different RF front-ends to boost the transmission data rate or
transmit multiple replicas of the signal simultaneously at different antennas to reduce
the error-rate. With multiple replicas of the signal being transmitted simultaneously
and multiple receivers receiving them simultaneously, the likelihood that at least one
of the received signals is not severely degraded by channel fading increases. This
resource is known as diversity and is one of the most effective techniques to assure re-
liable wireless communication over fading channels [1, 2, 3, 4]. The multiple-antennas
system architecture introduces great flexibility in adopting various coding and mod-
ulation schemes to make tradeoff between the transmission reliability and data rate
[5, 6]. We will discuss this tradeoff and the diversity issues more in details in the later
Chapters.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
The outline of the thesis is as follow: In Chapter 2, we will provide the modelling
of the WiGLAN system architecture and the input/output signal characterization of
each of the building blocks. In Chapter 3, we will discuss the on-chip cross-talk effects
upon the space-time coding scheme; first, we will develop a set of metrics, which are
useful in evaluating the performance of an STC system, and relate the on-chip cross-
talk effects to them; second, we will use these metrics to evaluate the performance of
an STC system and investigate the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the performance
through those metrics; finally, we will present the encoding and decoding mechanisms
as well as the simulation results of an space-time block code system. In Chapter 4,
we will discuss the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing scheme; first, we will cover the fundamental basis of OFDM and outline
the modelling of an OFDM system; second, we will present the IDFT/DFT imple-
mentation of an OFDM system and study the cross-talk effects upon its operation;
finally, using the unifying model of OFDM systems we developed, we will investigate
the non-desirable effects induced by on-chip cross-talk and seek methods to counter-
act them; simulation results of an IDFT/DFT implemented OFDM system will be
provided. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the results of our analysis and points out
future research directions.
19
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Chapter 2
System Modelling and Simulation
In this chapter, first, we will present the modelling of an WiGLAN system archi-
tecture, including the transmitter with multiple RF front-ends, the MIMO channel
channel, and the receiver with multiple RF front-ends. We will be using these mod-
els in our analysis and simulation. The on-chip signal cross-talk, we will consider
in our studies, occur within the transmitter and receiver analog domains, which are
recognized as parts of the MIMO channel.
Second, we will present the input/output signal characterization of each of the sys-
tem building blocks, such as the data source generator, QAM modulator/demodulator,
space-time-code encoder/decoder, OFDM modulator/demodulator, MIMO on-chip
cross-talk channels and MIMO spatial channel.
2.1 WiGLAN System Architecture
In our model, the WiGLAN system architecture consists three major sections, the
transmitter, the receiver and the MIMO channel. Both the transmitter and the re-
ceiver have two domains, the baseband digital domain and the baseband-passband/passband-
baseband analog domain. We assume that all the digital signal processing take place
within the base-band digital domains and all the filtering, amplifying and baseband-
passband/passband-baseband conversions take place within the analog domains.
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On-chip signal cross-talk occur among the multiple RF front-ends in the analog
domains which are the overlapping region between the transmitter and the MIMO
channel and that between between the MIMO channel and the receiver as shown in
Figure 2-1. We call these overlapping regions the on-chip cross-talk channels. The
spatial channel between the transmitter and the receiver and the on-chip cross-talk
channel at the transmitter and that at the receiver together constitute the overall
MIMO channel.
TX
Digital
Baseband
Domain
TX
Analog
Baseband
Passband
Domain
On-chip
Xtalk
Channel
RX
Analog
Passband
Baseband
Domain
Spatial
Channel
RX
Digital
Baseband
Domain
On-chip-
Xtalk
Channel
Figure 2-1: WiGLAN System Blocks Diagram
2.1.1 Transmitter Architecture
As shown in Figure (2-2), the WiGLAN transmitter includes the following system
blocks:
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MIMO Channel
* 0 * S
* S S S
* 0 0 0I:
" " "
S/P IFFT Eul
OFDM Modulator
Data BaebnQAM Di STC
Goe tor Modulator--- Encoder *
S/P IFFT .Mull
OFDM Modulator
TX Baseband Digital Domain
DAC P Filter
BPF p BPF
DA P Filter
VCO 900
DAC P Filter
BPF p BPF
DAC P Filter __
VCO 90
TX Baseband - Passband Analog Domain
Figure 2-2: WiGLAN Transmitter Architecture
Within the baseband digital domain, we have
Data Sources Generator it generates a sequence of random data bits;
Constellation Encoder - it maps the incoming bits into symbols of a given con-
stellation according to a particular coding and modulation scheme;
Space-time Encoder - it encodes the incoming modulated symbols into parallel
blocks of space-time symbols which are transmitted through the parallel RF front-
ends;
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OFDM Modulator - each RF front-end has a OFDM modulator. A OFDM modu-
lator divides the available bandwidth into sub-channels through which data is trans-
mitted. The conventional implementation of OFDM modulator consists of a serial to
parallel converter, a Inverse Fast Fourier Transformer (IFFT) and a parallel to serial
converter.
In between the digital and analog domains, we have a
Digital-to-Analog Converter - it converts the digital data stream into analog wave-
form.
Within the on-chip analog domain, we have
Pre-filter - it maps the incoming sequence of symbols into a baseband waveform.
(if the baseband waveform is complex, we have pre-filters for the in-phase and quadra-
ture signal paths separately);
Mixer - it brings the incoming baseband waveform up to the carrier frequency
(pass-band);
Voltage Control Oscillator - it supplies the carrier frequency to the mixer;
Power Amplifier - it boosts the power of the incoming waveform before passing
it to the antenna;
Band-pass Filters - they depend on the interference suppression requirements of
the system, band-pass filters would be placed before and after the power amplifier to
suppress the signal out of the frequency-band of interest.
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The transmit antenna is in the off-chip analog domain:
TX Antenna - it transmits the incoming waveform into the space.
2.1.2 Receiver Architecture
As shown in Figure (2-3), the receiver includes the following system blocks:
M Filter ADC
HBPF *L>*BPFF1J BP
LJL~M Filter ADC
VCO 900
M Filter
~-BPF[-*L -PBPF[P( BPFMFitr q
LJ~ M ilter ADC
I VCO 90,
RX Passband - Baseband Analog Domain
OFDM Demodulator
STC QAM Error
Decoder Demod Detector
OFDM Demodulator
RX Baseband Digital Domain
Figure 2-3: WiGLAN Receiver Architecturear
The receive antenna is in the off-chip analog domain:
RX Antenna - it captures the waveforms propagating in space and converts them
to on-chip signal waveforms;
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Band-pass Filter - it suppresses the signal out of the frequency band in interest;
Within the on-chip analog domain, we have
Low Noise Amplifier it amplifies the incoming weak analog signal within the
band of interest with very low noise distortion;
Notch Filter - it serves as an image rejection filter to suppress the interference
signal in the image band before the mixing;
Mixer - it brings the incoming passband waveform down to the baseband (de-
pends on the particular architecture of the system, there might be multiple stages of
down conversion.)
Voltage Control Oscillator - it provides the carrier frequency to the mixer.
IF Filter - it serves to suppress image and interference out of the desired signal
band after the down-conversion.
Matched Filter - it is the counterpart of the pre-filter at the transmitter. It is
designed for the system to meet the Nyquist criterion and to suppress aliasing.
In between the digital and analog domains, we have a
Analog-to-Digital Converter - it converts the analog waveform into digital data
stream.
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Within the baseband digital domain, we have
OFDM Demodulator - each RF front-end has a OFDM demodulator which does
the reverse signal processing as the OFDM modulator at the transmitter. The conven-
tional implementation of OFDM demodulator consists of a serial to parallel converter,
a Fast Fourier Transformer (FFT) and a parallel to serial converter.
Space-time Decoder - it decodes the parallel blocks of estimated space-time sig-
nals, converting them back to the symbol sequences according to the particular space-
time code book used.
Constellation De-encoder - it maps the incoming decoded symbol sequence back
to data bit sequence according to a particular coding and modulation scheme.
2.1.3 MIMO Channel
In between the transmit antenna and the receive antenna, there is a space channel:
Space channel - it is the media through which the signals from the transmit an-
tennas propagates to the receive antennas. The transmission data rate and reliability
depend on the characteristics of the space channel.
Most of the literature regards space channel as the communication channel with-
out considering the signal cross-talk occurring at the on-chip analog domain. In our
investigation, we consider the on-chip analog RF front ends of the transmitter and
the receiver as part of the communication channel. We will discuss the modelling of
the space channel and the on-chip channels in detail later in the next section.
As we briefly mentioned earlier, if we take the on-chip cross-talk effects into ac-
count, we should consider the channel as one that consists of three parts, the transmit
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on-chip cross-talk channel, the spatial channel, the receive on-chip crosstalk channel.
In most of the communication literature on MIMO systems, only the spatial section
is considered. However, for MIMO systems with parallel front ends implemented on
the same chip, the on-chip cross-talk among the parallel front ends changes the chan-
nel characteristics. The focus of this study is to analyze the impacts of the on-chip
cross-talk effects upon the overall system performance.
In our analysis, we will first assume the on-chip cross-talk effects is negligible and
thus model the MIMO channel as a pure spatial channel only. After we present the
basics of MIMO channel modelling, we will then take the on-chip cross-talk effects
into account and re-model the MIMO channel.
2.2 Signals and Systems Modelling
2.2.1 Transmit Signal Characterization
As shown in the system diagram in Figure 2-2, the transmit signal is first generated
by a random signal source, taking the form of a binary symbol sequence. Then it is
fed into a modulator which maps each block of the binary sequence into a symbol
according to a M x M-QAM constellation. The QAM-modulated symbol sequence is
then encoded by a space-time encoder which outputs parallel space-time-block-code
(STBC) symbol sequences. At last, each of the parallel STBC symbol sequences will
be fed into a OFDM modulator which outputs the final modulated symbol sequences
to be transmitted.
Signal Source
Let's consider a block of m binary information symbols generated by a random signal
source at time instant t, denoted as
c(t) = (ct[1], ct[2], . .. ,ct[m]) (2.1)
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Note that the number of binary information symbols in a block is determined
by the type of modulation and coding adopted. It is also related to the number of
transmit antennas used. These relationships will become evident when we explain
the coding and modulation schemes.
QAM Modulated Signal
The binary information symbol sequence is fed into a modulator which maps each
block of the symbols into a set of M x M = 2' constellation points, where m is the
number of information bits per constellation point. In other words, for a (M x M)-
QAM modulation, each block of m binary information symbols, c(t), is mapped into
a single (M x M)-QAM complex symbol. m is usually chosen to ensure 2m to be a
perfect square. At a particular time t, the complex symbol sequence is denoted by
s(t), which contains m bits of information.
For example, in a (4 x 4)-QAM, each block of 4 random data bits are translated
into a number within a discrete interval between 0 to 15. This random integer symbol
is then mapped into a constellation point of a (4 x 4)-QAM signal set through a QAM
encoder.
QAM stands out as a good modulation scheme for reliable and high data rate
transmission as its symmetric constellation structure allows efficient packing of data
symbols to combat additive white Gaussian noise. Furthermore, QAM evenly allo-
cates the constellation points on a plane and keeps each one reasonably far away from
its neighbors [16].
STC Encoded Signal
The modulated complex symbol sequence is then fed into a space-time encoder. Ac-
cording to the particular STC scheme adopted, the STC encoder will map the in-
coming complex symbols into parallel space-time-coded sequences being transmitted
through the parallel front-ends. In the case of space-time-block-codes (STBC) which
we simulated in our WiGLAN system, each STBC encoder partitions the incoming
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complex symbol sequence into blocks with size nT, which is the number of trans-
mit antennas used. Then, sequentially, each block of the complex symbols will be
mapped into nT different parallel STBC sequences to be transmitted through nT
parallel front-ends simultaneously.
To model the STC signal symbol, let's first denote x(t), a nT x 1 column matrix,
as the space-time coded signals at time t, where xi(t) refers to the ith component of
x(t).
Xi(t)
x 2(t)
x(t) = , t E [1, 2, ... , tF (2.2)
XnT t)
Those nT symbols are simultaneously transmitted by nT different antennas, e.g.,
x2 (t), is transmitted the ith antenna at time t. All transmitted symbols have the
same duration Tx sec. They are called the space-time coded symbols.
For each block of nT encoded QAM symbols, the STBC encoder outputs tF space-
time coded symbols. We call tF as the frame length of the space-time coded symbols.
We denote the output as the space-time codeword matrix, which given by (2.3)
xi(1) xi(2) X1 - (tF)
Xste = [x(1), x(2), . . ., x(tF)J 2() 2() 2(F) (2-3)
XnT(1) XnT(2) ... XnT(tF)
the i-th row xi = [xi(1), xi(2),... Xi(tF)] is the data sequence transmitted from
the i-th transmit antenna; the t-th column x(t) is the space-time coded signals at
time t, as given by (2.2). Its component xi(t) denotes the transmit signal at the ith
antenna. Figure 2-4 shows the input and output signal sequences of a space-time-code
encoder.
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Figure 2-4: Space-time Encoder Input/Output Signals
We will review these definitions and present the implementation methods and
analysis of STC more in details in Chapter 3.
OFDM Modulated Signal
Each of the nT space-time coded sequences enters an OFDM modulator. A OFDM
modulator converts the serial input sequence into parallel output sequences, each
of which is transmitted through a individual sub-channel. The number of parallel
sequences depends on the number of individual sub-channels available. Suppose the
number of subchannels is K, and we denote the input sequence as
, 1[0], 1 zi[1], . .. , i[K - I], -'22[01, -_22[1], . ., 2[K - 1], ...., .. ,z [],... zK -1,
(2.4)
Note that the input sequence is partitioned in blocks of size K. We denote the
output as the OFDM codeword matrix given by (2.5)
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Figure 2-5: OFDM Modulator Input/Output Signals
X,(0)
x1(1)
xi(K - 1)
X2(0)
X2(1)
x 2 (K - 1)
-. -X -(0)
... - -x (1)
- - (K 
-1)
(2.5)
the kth row corresponds to the OFDM symbol sequence to be transmitted through
subchannel k; the lth column consisits of OFDM symbols corresponding to the lth
serial input block x1 = ([01, 2[1], . .. , [K - 1]). The elements of each column are
multiplexed together before being transmitted. The multiplexed symbol {x,} is called
the OFDM coded symbols. Figure 2-5 shows the input and output signal sequences of
a space-time-code modulator.
The OFDM modulated signals will then be converted into analog waveform by the
DAC, entering the on-chip analog domain. We will review these definition and present
the implementation methods and analysis of OFDM more in details in Chapter 4.
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Xofdm
In our studies, we consider the on-chip analog domain as part of the MIMO
channel, the characterization of which will be introduced in the next subsection.
2.2.2 MIMO Channel Characterization
Spatial Channel State Information (CSI) - Spatial Channel Coefficient Matrix
The MIMO spatial channel with nT transmit and nR receive antennas can be rep-
resented by an (nR x nT) matrix H. At time t, this spatial channel matrix is given
by
hi, I(t) hi,2(t) ... hi,nT (t)
h2 ,1(t) h 2,2 (t) ... h 2,nT(t) (2.6)
hnR,l(t) hnR,2 (t) ... hnR,nT M
where the entry, hj,i(t), is the channel fading attenuation coefficient for the path
from the transmit antenna i to receive antenna j at time t.
Assumptions on Spatial CSI In our channel model, we assume that the fading
coefficients hj,i(t) are independent complex Gaussian random variables with mean
phji (t) and variance 1 per dimension. This is simply a Rician fading. When the
mean Pahj(t) equals to zero for all j and i, then the fading reduces to a Rayleigh
fading. The channel fading characteristics determine the ultimate performance limit
of the transmission. Thus, we need to have a well defined channel characterization for
system performance analysis. We will categorize various wireless channels into slow
fading channel and fast fading channel according to their characteristics.
Assumption for Slow Fading For slow fading channel, we assume that the
fading coefficients are constant during a frame and vary from one frame to another,
which means that the symbol period is small compared to the channel coherence time.
This slow fading is also called quasi-static fading. [7]
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Assumption for Fast Fading For fast fading channel, it is assumed that the
fading coefficients are constant within each symbol period and vary from one symbol
to another.
On-chip Cross-talk Channel Characterization
On-Chip Crosstalk CSI As shown in Figure 2-6, the on-chip crosstalk channel
at the transmitter and that at the receiver can be described by an nT x nT matrix,
denoted by A(t), and an nR x nR matrix, denoted by B(t), respectively, e.g.,
A(t) a2 ,1 (t) a2,2(t) ... a 2 ,fT M (2.7)
a2l,1(t) a2l,2(t) - - a2l,fl(t)
anT,1(t) an,,,2 (t -.. anT,nT
and
bi,1(t) b1,2(t) ..-. bi,nR
B(t) = b2,1 (t) b2,2 (t) ... b2 ,nR M (2.8)
bnR,1(t) bnR,2 (t) - bnRnR t)
The on-chip cross-talk channel coefficient {aj,j(t)} (or {bj, (t)}) denotes a signal
path from transmit-node i to receive-node j.
Assumptions on On-chip Crosstalk Channel We assume the cross-talk effects
are symmetric, i.e., ai,j(t) = aj,i(t) (or bi,j(t) = bj,i(t) ). Further more if the kth and
lth front ends are both symmetric to the Jth front end, then aj,i(t) = aj,k(t) (or
bj,l(t) = bj,k(t) ).
Since the substrate profile stays approximately constant in time and is not very
sensitive to temperature variation, we will approximate A(t) and B(t) as constant
matrices in time.
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Overall Channel Characterization
We simply cascade the three channel sections to obtain the overall channel, e.g.,
G(t) = B(t) x H(t) x A(t) (2.9)
where
1, 1 (t) 91,2(t) ... gl,n T)M
G(t) g2 ,1(t) 92,2 (t) ... g2,nfl(t) (2.10)
gnR,(t) gfl,, 2 (t) ... gnf,n l(t)
2.2.3 Transmission Model Characterization
Figure 2-6 shows the transmission model of the MIMO system we simulated. Each
receive antenna collects the transmit signals which pass through the on-chip cross-talk
channel at the transmitter and the spatial channel. Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) is then added to the collected signal at each receive antenna. The parallel
received signals carrying the sum of the collected transmit signals and AWGN enter
the on-chip cross-talk channel at receiver. Finally, the output parallel signals of B
will be demodulated and decoded to recover the original transmit signals.
Noise Characterization
In our model, AWGN is added to each receive antenna after the spatial channel
section. We describe the noise at the receiver at time t as an nR x 1 matrix, e.g.,
ni(t)
n2 (t)
n(t) = : (2.11)
nnR(t)
Each component nr (t) of n(t) represents the AWGN at the jth receive antenna at
time t. We assume all noise components are statistically independent complex zero-
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mean Gaussian random variables. In addition, the real and imaginary parts of each
component are independent and have zero mean and equal variance. The covariance
matrix of the AWGN at the receivers is then denoted by
Ran(t) = E{n(t)n(t)t } (2.12)
Furthermore, if we assume that there is no correlation between the components
of n(t), the covariance matrix can be simply expressed as
R" (t) = oI (2.13)
where I is a nR x nR identity matrix and o is the variance for each noise com-
ponents. Note that the variance of an AWGN random variable represents the noise
power level.
Transmission Model
After the transmitted signal x(t) = (Xi(t), X2 (t), ... , xnT(t))T going through the cas-
cading channel sections and AWGN being added to each receive antennas, the received
signal is given by
y(t) = B(t) x (H(t) x A(t) x x(t) + n(t)) = G(t)x(t) + B(t)n(t) (2.14)
Figure 2-6 shows the transmission signal modelling of the overall MIMO channel.
The covariance matrix of the receive signal is given by,
Ryy(t) = E{y(t)y(t)t} = H(t)Rxx(t)Ht(t) + B(t)Ran(t)Bt (t) (2.15)
Note that when no cross-talk occurs, A and B can be simply represented by
identity matrices nTxnT and InRxnR respectively. Thus, the received signal in (2.14)
is reduced to
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Figure 2-6: Overall MIMO Channel
y(t) = InRXnR x H(t) x In,xn x x(t) + InRXnR x n(t) = H(t)x(t) + n(t) (2.16)
2.2.4 Received Signal Characterization
Note that we assume that all the filtering, amplifying, passband-baseband conversions
at the receiver occur within the on-chip analog domain and are characterized by the
on-chip cross-talk channel B(t).
OFDM demodulated Signal
Figure 2-7 shows the input and output signal sequences of a space-time-code demod-
ulator.
Each of the nR received STBC-OFDM coded sequences will enter a OFDM demod-
ulator. Note that each received symbol is a multiplexed version of the data symbols
of the K subchannel. A OFDM demodulator demultiplexes each input symbol yi
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Figure 2-7: OFDM Demodulator Input/Output Signals
and outputs a block of K - 1 symbols, ( i[0], Mi[1], ... , Q[K - 1]), where symbol Dj [k]
corresponds to the noisy faded version of the transmitted symbol J [k]. For the jth
front-end, the serial outputs of the OFDM demodulator is denoted by
Qi[],Qi[],. .. g [K - 1], y([0], y( [1], .... , Q][K - 1],---,y [ ,Q [],...,y K -1,---
(2.17)
where j [k] corresponds to the transmitted symbol of block 1 and subchannel k,
collected at receiver j.
STC decoded Signal
Figure 2-8 shows the input and output signal sequences of a space-time-code decoder.
The nR parallel demodulated sequences enter the STC decoder. For a STBC de-
coder with frame length tF, the decoder partitions each sequence into frames with size
tF. Each time, the decoder takes a frame of tF symbols from each parallel sequences
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Figure 2-8: Space-time decoder Input/Output Signals
and use them to recover a single transmitted space-time codeword which consists of
nT elements, e.g., s(m + 1) + m -nT), s(2 + m - nT), . ., ((m + 1) -nT)).
QAM decoded signal
Finally the QAM demodulator compares 9(t) with all the points in the constellation
set and chooses the constellation point that is closest to 9(t) as the decoded QAM
symbol. If the decoded QAM symbol is different from the transmitted QAM symbol,
we consider it as a transmission error.
2.3 Remarks and Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the modelling of the multiple RF front-ends STC-
OFDM system architecture and developed the input/output signal characterization
for each of its building blocks, e.g., from its data source generator to the transmission
error detector. The on-chip cross-talk effects have been characterized in the overall-
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channel model.
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Chapter 3
Cross-talk and Space-Time Coding
Space-time coding techniques explore spatial and temporal diversities to improve
transmission reliability. In a space-time coding scheme, properly designed transmit
information redundancy are added in both spatial and temporal domains through
multiple antenna transmission [7, 17, 18]. Such coding scheme provides the unique
attractive feature of simultaneously achieving diversity gain and coding gain without
sacrificing any bandwidth. Adopted in MIMO systems with multiple antennas, space-
time codes also minimize the effects of multipath fading and approach the capacity
limit of the systems [2, 6, 19, 20, 21]. In this chapter, we will present the fundamen-
tal principles and performance analysis of STC covered in these listed articles and
elaborate a new model which enables us to quantify the effects of on-chip cross-talk.
The quality of the transmission depends on the probabilistic characteristics of the
channel. However, in the WiGLAN system, when on-chip cross-talk at the multiple
RF front-ends occurs, we found that the overall channel's probabilistic characteristics
are distorted. Do these changes affect the performance of space-time codes? If they
do, how are the performance affected? We will investigate these issues in this chapter.
The organization of the contents of this chapter is as the followings.
First, we will develop a set of metrics which are directly relevant to the evaluation
of the performance of an STC system. We will try to model the on-chip cross-talk in
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those metrics and study their relations.
Second, through the connections between on-chip cross-talk and these metrics, we
will try to analyze the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the performance of an STC
system for the slow fading channel transmission and fast fading channel transmis-
sion. We will show that achieving the diversity in time and spatial domains relies
on the sustaining independency among different "channel paths" introduced by the
space-time coding; if the on-chip cross-talk effects change the probabilistic property
of these channel paths and make them become dependent to each other, the diversity
advantage is lost and the performance of the STC system is severely degraded. Fur-
thermore, we will also attempt to analyze the exact performance of an STC system.
Finally, we will present the code construction mechanism and decoding mechanism
of the space-time block code which we adopt in our WiGLAN simulation.
3.1 Fundamental Principles of Space-Time Code
In this section we will introduce a set of tools and metrics which will be used in
evaluating the performance of space-time codes. This set of tools and metrics include
space-time codeword matrix, maximum likelihood decoding, modified Euclidean dis-
tance (MED), and pairwise error probability. In our analysis, one can see that the
cross-talk has no effects upon the space-time codeword matrix since the matrix de-
pends on only the codeword-pair and not the channel matrix. The received signal
matrix, however, depends on the the channel matrix. We will show that the max-
imum likelihood decoding scheme involves the estimated overall channel matrix in
measuring the MED between a constellation point and a received signal. Further-
more, we will show that the pairwise error probability, which we use to evaluate the
reliability of the transmission, is a function of MED. Our analysis illustrates that the
on-chip cross-talk influences the pairwise error probability through its effects upon
the MED according to maximum likelihood decoding scheme, and thus impact the
overall system performance.
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Figure 3-1: A Simplified Transmission Model of Space-Time Coded System with
Cross-talk
3.1.1 Transmission Model of Space-Time Coded System with
Crosstalk
We have presented the characterization of transmit signal sequences, channel state
information and received signal sequences in Chapter 2. The MIMO system trans-
mission models developed will serve as the basics for our analysis of space-time code
in this Chapter. As mentioned earlier, we take the divide-and-conquer approach in
analyzing the on-chip signal cross-talk, i.e., we will consider the cross-talk effects on
the operation of each self-contained system block individually while assuming that
the other blocks are working perfectly and there is no cross-talk occur in these blocks.
By doing so, we will be able to pin-point the cause of the overall performance degra-
dation.
Based on these assumptions mentioned, we simplify our overall transmission model
to the one in Figure 3-1.
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Let's briefly review the signal processing and modelling. The binary information
symbols sequence {c(t)} is first generated by the signal source.
c(t) = (ct[1], ct[2], . . . , ct[m]) (3.1)
Such binary sequences are generated in blocks of size m, i.e., each block contains
m binary symbols. Then each block is mapped into a signal set of M x M = 2"
constellation points through a modulator.
We denote this modulated signal sequence as
s = {s(t)} (3.2)
where each modulated symbol s(t) represents m bits. s is fed into the space-time
encoder. The space-time encoder applies s to a serial-to-parallel (S/P) converter
which takes in nT modulated symbols each time and outputs a sequence of nT parallel
symbols. The parallel outputs is just a permutation of the inputs according to the
space-time code book adopted.
x(t) = (XI(t), x 2 (t),. ,x (t))T (3.3)
where (.)T denote the transpose of (.). (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) denote the signals
at the outputs of the signal source, the modulator and the space-time encoder re-
spectively. The nT parallel outputs are transmitted simultaneously by nT different
antennas, e.g., symbol xi(t), i E [1, 2, .. . , nT, is transmitted by antenna i at time
instance t. We called the vector of space-time coded symbol x(t) a space-time symbol.
All transmitted symbols have the same duration Tx seconds. Note that there is no
cross-talk occurring in any of the three stages at which all signal processing are done
in digital domain.
As our simplified model in Figure 3-1 shows, we consider the inputs of the space-
time decoder as the the outputs of the on-chip cross-talk channel at the receiver.
They are the sums of the faded versions of the transmitted signals {xi(t)} and the
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cross-coupled AWGN at the receiver. In this model, the received signal for the jth
antenna at time t is given by
yj t gj, i(t)xi (t) + bj,i (t) ni (t), Z 1, . .. ,nT, j=1, 7 nR (3.4)
i=1 i=1
or
y(t) = G(t)x(t) + B(t)n(t) (3.5)
where g.,i and bj,i are the entries of the CSI matrix G in (2.10) and B in (2.8)
respectively.
On-chip Cross-Talk Effects on Transmission Model of STC Coded System
To see the effects of the on-chip cross-talk upon the transmission model of STC coded
system, we need to understand the spatial CSI's stochastic nature.
Let's review some basics in probability theory which will be used in our analysis.
Suppose gi and 92 are two independent normal random variables with means [1g, pg2,
and variances -2, j 2 ,respectively. Let h = ag1 + bg2.Then h is normal with mean
apu9 + byu2 and variance a2a 2 + b2u 2
Note that the entries {g,,i(t)} of the overall channel matrix G(t) are linear combina-
tion of the scaled versions of the entries {hj,i(t)} of the spatial channel matrix H. The
scalars are the entries {aj,i(t)} and {bj,i(t)} of the on-chip cross-talk matrices A(t)
and B(t), accordingly to G(t) = B(t)-H(t)- A(t). We assume that {hj,i(t)} are Rician
distributed and {aj,i(t)}, {bj,i(t)} are deterministic. The real and imaginary parts of
each gj,i(t) are just linear combinations of the real and imaginary parts of {hj,i(t)},
scaled by {aj,i(t)} and {bj,i(t)}. Thus each gi,i(t) is still Rician distributed but the
mutual-independency between any two entries of G(t) no longer holds. Therefore the
on-chip cross-talk changes certain stochastic properties of spatial channel summarized
below
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(1) The entries of the overall channel matrix are still Rician distributed. The means
and variances of the real and imaginary parts of these entries are linear combinations
of the scaled means and variances of the real and imaginary parts of the entries of
the spatial channel. They are scaled by the real and imaginary parts of the entries of
the on-chip cross-talk matrices.
(2) The mutual independency among the channel coefficients no longer holds since
the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients of the overall channel are linear com-
binations of random variables of the same set.
Note that the transmitted signals have been coupled through the overall channel G
while the AWGN noises have been coupled through the on-chip cross-talk channel B at
the receivers only. Similar arguments apply to the resulting noise, i(t) = B(t)n(t),
at the receiver. Hence, i(t) should be additive white Gaussian. Furthermore, We
assume that the transmitter has no CSI of the overall channel and the receiver has
ideal CSI of the overall channel. In practice, the system can estimate CSI at the
receiver by transmitting training sequence or using other techniques.
3.1.2 Space-time Codeword Matrix
Assume that for each transmit RF front-end each frame of the space-time coded
symbol sequence contains tF complex symbols, i.e., the length of each frame of the
space-time coded symbol sequence is tF. T.. For simplicity, we assume T, = 1 in our
analysis from now on. Let's denote the following matrix as the space-time codeword
matrix,
xi(1) xi(2) 
- 1 - l(tF)
x2 (1) x2 (2) -. -X 2(tF)X = [x(1), x(2), .. ., x(tF)] X (3.6)
XnT (1) XnT (2) ... XnT (tF)
Note that the i-th row xi = [xi(1), x (2),... , Xi(tF)} is the data sequence trans-
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mitted from the i-th transmit antenna; the t-th column x(t) is the space-time coded
symbol at time t, as given by (3.3). Its component xi(t) denotes the transmit signal
at the ith antenna at time t.
Remarks on Space-Time Codeword Matrix and On-chip Cross-talk
These signal sequences are arranged in the digital domain and are not involved with
the channel sections yet. Since we assume the transmitter has no knowledge about
the channel, these signal sequences can be regarded as being independent to the CSI,
{g3,i(t)} and the AWGN, { n(t)} picked up later at the receiver. The entries of the
space-time codeword matrix should be designed in a way that can boost the spatial
and temporary diversity, which we will discuss more in detail later in this chapter.
3.1.3 Maximum likelihood Decoding and Cross-talk
The code-words are encoded to explore the diversity in both spatial and temporal
domain. After the transmitted signals are collected at the receivers, certain combining
and detection techniques will be applied to decode and recover the transmitted signals.
In the simulated WiGLAN system, we use maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm to
estimate the transmitted information signal sequence.
Assumptions
Before discussing the signal detection, let's summarize the assumptions we have made
so far.
(1) The channel state information can be estimated perfectly. The delay of esti-
mating the CSI is negligible, i.e., the receiver acquires ideal channel state information
about the channel with negligible delay.
(2) The transmitter has no information about the channel. There exists no feedback
mechanism from the receiver to the transmitter.
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(3) The decoder at the receiver uses a maximum likelihood algorithm to estimate
the transmitted information signal sequence.
Maximum Likelihood Decision Rule
Applying the ML algorithm, the decision rule is to compare the squared Euclidean dis-
tance between the hypothesized received sequence and the actual received sequence,
i.e.,
nR nT 2
I: yj (t) - gj,i (t)Xi M) (3.7)
t j=1 i=1
The hypothesized sequence that has the smallest squared Euclidean distance from
the the actual received sequence is chosen as the transmitted sequence. As (3.7)
indicates, the on-chip cross-talk does play a role in the decoding through its influence
on the channel tapes gj,i(t).
Let X = [x(1), x(2), ... , x(tF)] be the actual transmitted signal codeword matrix
and X = [R(1), R(2), .. ., (tF)] be the hypothesized received signal codeword matrix.
The ML decoding decide on the estimated signal X if the Euclidean distance be-
tween X and the received signal is the smallest compare to any other possible con-
stellation point, i.e.,
tF nR T tF nR T
EE y3(t) - gyi(t)xi(t) EZE yj(t) - 5gj,i(t)zi(t) (3.8)
t=1 j=1 i=1 t=1 j=1 i=1
The above inequality can be expressed as
tF tR T F nR nT 2
1: E 2Me{I(nj (t)) * E gj,i ((zi M) - Xi W))} I E E E gj,i(:(i M) - Xi M)) (3.9)
t=1 j=1 i=1 t=1 j=1 i=1
(3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) indicate how the unique diversity advantages are introduced
by space-time code with ML decoding. In (3.9), the summation for t = 1, ... , tF
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Figure 3-2: Spatial Diversity of Space-Time Coding
indicates the diversity we obtain from time domain, while the summations for i
1,. . . , nr and j = 1, . . . , nR indicate the diversities we obtain from spatial domain
(through multiple transmit and receive antennas). Those summations account for
the accumulating multi-paths effects, e.g., {gj,i(t)}. Instead of relying on only one
fading path as in the single-input-single-out (SISO) system, MIMO system transmits
a symbol through multiple fading paths (between different transmitter i and receiver
j) at multiple time (different instance t) with space-time coding. Thus, redundant
information is added in both spatial and temporal domain to improve transmission
reliability.
Remarks on ML Decoding, STC Diversities and On-chip Cross-talk
As shown in Figure 3-2, when we transmit the same signal sequences through multiple
transmit antennas, i.e., Xi(t) = X2(t) = - - - XnT(t) = x. We introduce redundancy
in the transmission by exploring the diversity in different spatial channels/paths,
hij,(t), between the transmit antennas i = 1, 2,..., nT and the receive antenna j.
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Figure 3-3: Temporal Diversity of Space-Time Coding
Since the likelihood of all the independent spatial channels/paths are in deep fade
is low in comparison to any single channel/path, the transmission reliability is thus
improved. Similar arguments can be applied to the one transmitter and multiple
receivers (1-TX-M-RX) scenario in which received diversity is exploited.
However, if on-chip cross-talk occurs, the different spatial channels can become
highly correlated to each other. When this happens, one spatial channel being deep
faded implies the high likelihood of the other spatial channels being faded as well.
Thus, the spatial diversity advantage is corrupted.
In Figure 3-3, we can exploit the temporal diversity by transmitting the same
symbols at different periods, i.e., X(ti) = X(t 2 ) = ... = X(tL) = x. In this case, the
independency of the channel paths at different periods, t = 1, 2,..., tL, is important
in maintaining the temporal diversity advantage.
In Figure 3-4, spatial and temporal diversities are explored simultaneously through
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Figure 3-4: Space-Time Codes Combining Spatial and Temporal Diversity
the usage of STC. To ensure the independence of different spatial paths at different
time, different signals are transmitted at different antennas at a particular time and
different signals are transmitted at the same antennas at different time instances.
However, on-chip cross-talk can change such independence.
Denote X'X = [x'(1), x'(2), . . . , x'(tF)] as the space-time codeword matrix after
the on-chip cross-talk channel at the transmitter, s.t.,
x'(t) = A(t)x(t) (3.10)
The cross-talk matrix A(t) can make the STC codeword symbols {x'(t)} at dif-
ferent time instances become correlated as they are just linear combinations of the
same base, corrupting the spatial diversity. Furthermore, at a particular time in-
stance t, A(t) can also make the signals, {x'(t)}, at different transmit antennas,
i = 1, 2,... , nT, become correlated to each other, corrupting the temporal diversity.
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Using averaging effect to combat noise distortion is another diversity advantage in-
troduced by space-time coding. Note that each of the absolute terms {iyI (t) - 5Ii gj,i(t)xi(t)
represents the AWGN collected at the j received antenna. (3.7) illustrates the diver-
sity advantage introduced by the STC scheme in averaging the accumulating effects of
those noise terms due to the transmission from different transmit antennas (indicated
by the summation over i E [1, 2,. . . , nT]) and at multiple time instances (indicated
by the summation over t c [1, 2, . .. , tF). The variance of the sum of N zero mean iid
normal random variables should be lower than the variance of one of these random
variable by a factor of N.
Loosely speaking, we gain diversity by having longer transmission time (i.e., trans-
mit and receive the redundant information more repeatedly, creating more temporal
independent paths), higher number of transmit or receive antennas (transmit and
receive redundant information at more different locations, creating more spatially-
independent paths). As the number of transmission time instances and the number
of TX and RX antennas increase, the Euclidean distance is "expanded" in temporal
and spatial domain. The immunity to noise distortion and channel fading are thus
enhanced. Figure 3-5 shows the averaging effects over CSI and averaging effects over
AWGN by STC.
One of the most distinguished advantages of STC over the other coding schemes
is that it can achieve diversity in spatial and temporal domain simultaneously. Note
that the diversity scheme works well as long as each of the fading paths are inde-
pendent. However, if the on-chip cross-talk changes the probabilistic characteristics
of the overall channel and cause the fading paths become correlated to each other,
the performance of space-time code could be severely degraded. When the multiple
channel paths {gj,i(t)} become highly correlated to each other, averaging the accu-
mulating effects of them does not help in improving the transmission reliability since
they have similar statistical characteristics, in other words, they are almost equally
likely to be good or bad.
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Figure 3-5: Decision Metric of Space-Time Coding
3.1.-4 Modified Euclidean Distance and Cross-talk
We will introduce a new metric which we call modified Euclidean distance (MED). It
is defined as the following
tF nR nT
dh(X, X) = 11G - (X - X)||2 = E E E gi,i(t)
t=1 j=1 i=1
(3.11)
From (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), we see that it is convenient to denote d2 (X, C) as
the MED between the two space-time codeword matrices X and k, for performance
analysis.
Again we assume that the channel matrix given by
G = [g(1), g(2),7..., g OF) (3.12)
and G can be estimated perfectly at the receiver, i.e., CSI perfectly known at
receiver.
x On-chip cross-talk effects
Constellation affect STC decision metric byRegi i of X Points changing the overall channel
Regi of CSI
Accumulated effects of CSI
x
I nR.
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Given that CSI can be estimated perfectly, the probability that the AWGN could
cause the transmitted symbol x to fall into the region of constellation point x
Figure 3-6: Pairwise Error Probability of Space-Time Coding
Remarks on MED and On-chip Cross-talk
Note that the Modified Euclidean Distance (MED) is determined by both the overall
channel matrix and by the space-time codeword matrices. Suppose gj,i (t) = 1, then
any increment in the frame length tF, in the number of transmit or receiver antennas,
nT or nR, can be regarded as introducing higher dimensions to the codeword set.
MED accounts for the discrepancies in all dimensions of the hypothesized and actual
transmitted code words. However, if a lot of the channel tapes gYj,i (t) are closed to zero
then the MED between the two codeword constellation points becomes small, causing
the decoding more sensitive to noise distortion. The on-chip cross-talk matrices A
and B can distort the spatial matrix H and make such scenario possible. When
this happens, the on-chip cross-talk impacts the STC decoding performance through
lowering the MED among the constellation points of the STC. Figure 3-6 illustrates
such relationship between the MED and on-chip cross-talk channels.
MED is an important metric used in the decoding scheme. It depends on the
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overall-channel matrix and the difference between the transmitted and hypothesized
codewords. When the on-chip cross-talk causes the overall-channel tapes gj,,(t) to be-
come very small, the MED is dominated by the on-chip cross-talk effects and diversity
advantage introduced by the STC is degraded.
3.1.5 Pairwise Probability Error Conditioned on CSI
The Q Function
Pairwise probability error is the metric that measures the transmission reliability.
Before discussing the pairwise probability error, let's define a function called the Q
function, the usage of which will be convenient for our performance analysis of the
STC system. The Q function is defined as [22]
1 0O0 etQ(X) = j6 2dt (3.13)
Furthermore,
1 x 2 NQ(X) _ - exp - X > 0 (3.14)2 (_2
This property of Q function sets the upper bound of the conditional pairwise error
probability which we will discuss next.
The Pairwise Error Probability
Note that the summations on the left of (3.9) yield a zero-mean Gaussian random
variable. By substituting (3.11) and (3.13) into (3.9), we relate the pairwise error
probability of X and X conditional on G to MED through the Q function, i.e.,
P(X, XIG) = Q d 2(XX) (3.15)
By applying (3.14) to (3.15), we derive the upper bound of the conditional pairwise
error probability as
1 ~~' -E 8P(X, kIG) < - exp d2(X, X)N (3.16)
-2 h4NO
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Thus, a relation between the conditional error probability and both the overall-
channel matrix G and the codeword matrices X and X has been established.
Remarks on Pairwise Error Probability and On-chip Cross-talk
Note that (3.15) and (3.16) indicate that the transmission reliability can be affected
by the CSI of the overall channel G, given CSI perfectly known to the receiver. Figure
3-6 also illustrates such a relationship. MED is an important metric in determining
the pairwise error probability of a coding scheme. In particular, (3.15) shows that the
conditional pairwise error probability decreases exponentially with respect to MED;
furthermore the E,/2No term implies that the larger the SNR the more rapidly the
pairwise error probability decreases exponentially w.r.t. MED. For STC, the value of
MED is determined by the overall channel matrix.
Substituting (2.9) and (3.11) into (3.15) and (3.16), we obtain
EsP(XIB -H - A) = Q IB.H.A. ( X)2 (3.17)
2No (.7
1 E-P(X,XIB -H-A) < -exp y-IB . H. A. (X - X)1 2  (3.18)
2 4NO
As parts of the overall channel G, the on-chip cross-talk matrices A and B im-
pact the overall performance of the system. Note that the conditional probability is
conditioned on the product of A, H and B. Neither of them but only their product
is known at the receiver.
3.2 Analysis of Crosstalk-effects upon Space-Time
Coding Performance for Various Settings
In this section, we will analyze the cross-effects upon the performances of MIMO sys-
tems adopting STC for both the slow fading channel and fast fading channel cases.
We will also discuss the exact performance evaluation of an MIMO STC system.
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In our analysis for each of these cases, we will first go over the basic metrics nec-
essary for STC-system-performance analysis of different fading channels and discuss
how cross-talk plays a role in these metrics. Second, we will discuss the STC-system-
performance of different fading channels by analyzing the pair-wise probability. Fi-
nally, we will integrate the on-chip cross-talk effects into the STC-system performance
analysis of different fading channels through on-chip cross-talk's connections with the
pair-wise error probability. We will show that on-chip cross-talk effects can change
the probabilistic characteristic of the channel and corrupt the diversity advantages
introduce by space-time coding in both time and spatial domains, and thus degrade
the STC-system performance.
3.2.1 Performance Analysis For Slow Fading Channel
We define slow fading channels as channels whose fading coefficients are constant
within certain frame length, say tF, i.e.,
hj,i(1) = hj,i(2) = - = hj,i(tF) j,i (3-19)
where i = 1, 2, ... , n and j = 1, 2, , ... , nR
We assume that the variations of the on-chip cross-talk matrices with respect to
time are negligible, i.e., A(t) = A, B(t) = B. Hence the overall channel matrix
G(t) = G = B -H -A and the coefficients or entries of the overall-channel matrix of
our MIMO system are constant
gj,i(1) = gj,i(2) = --- g3,i(tF) = 9j,i (3.20)
where i = 1, 2, ... ,n and j = 1, 2, ,..., n
Analysis Metrics For Slow Fading Channel with On-chip Cross-talk
The diagonal representation of the codeword distance matrix is a useful metric in
analyzing the space-time coding performance because the MED can be expressed as
a linear combination of the entries of this diagonal matrix. By using the matrix
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diagonalization method, we can further tight up the connection between the on-chip
cross-talk effects and MED which determines the codeword pairwise error probabilities
and thus the performance of the STC system.
First, we will present the definition of the codeword matrices. Then, we will intro-
duce the matrix diagonalization method. Next, through the use of the diagonalization
method, we will derive the eigen-value and eigen-vector of a matrix. Finally, we will
discuss the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the eigen expression of MED which will be
used in the pairwise error probability evaluation
Codeword Difference Matrix and Codeword Distance Matrix We denote
the codeword difference matrix as the following
x 2 (1) - z2(1) x 2 (2) - z2(2) ... x2(tF) - 2(tF)
xnT(1) - nT(1) xnT(2) - nT(2) ... x2(tF) - nT (tF)
(3.21)
Each entries of matrix A represents the difference between two hypothesized sig-
nals at a particular transmit antenna i at a particular instant t, where i = 1, 2,. . ., nT
and t = 1, 2,. . . , tF. Using A, we can then construct an nT x nT codeword distance matrix,
D(X, X), which is defined as
D(XX) A(X,X) At(X,X) (3.22)
where (-)t represents the transpose conjugate of (-).
Note that each diagonal entry of the codeword distance matrix is simply the sum of
the absolute square of the entries of the corresponding row of the codeword difference
matrix.
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Matrix Diagonalization Method It can be shown that D(X, X) is nonnegative
definite Hermitian since D(X, X) = D(X, X) and the eigenvalues of D(X,X) are
nonnegative real numbers [23]. From [24] , we know that there exists a unitary matrix
W and a real diagonal matrix A such that
WD(X, X)Wt = A (3.23)
where the rows of W, {wi, w 2 ,..., W,}, are the eigenvectors of D(X, X). Fur-
thermore, these eigenvectors form a complete orthonormal basis of an N-dimensional
vector space [24]. From basic linear algebra, we find that the diagonal elements of
A are simply the eigenvalues Ai > 0, i = 1, 2,... , nT, of D(X, X) [23]. Thus, the
diagonal matrix A is given by
A1  0 ... 0
A = 0 A2 -.- 0 (3.24)
o o ... AnT 
_
To simplify the analysis, let's we assume that
A, > A2 > - -AnT > 0 (3.25)
We will express the MED of X and X in terms of these eigenvalues and eigenvectors
next. Such diagonal representation simplifies the notation and serves to establish the
connection between MED and the on-chip cross-talk matrices.
Eigen-Expression of MED We have the jth row of the overall channel matrix
as
g(t) = [g,1(t),gj,2(t), . ., g ,n (t)] (3.26)
Now let's substitute (3.23) and (3.26) into (3.11). We obtain
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nR nR nT
dh(X, X) = gjD(X, X)gj = A 13j, 12  (3.27)
j=1 j=1 i=1
where
0i'i = gj - wi (3.28)
Now, we find that the MED is related to the eigen-values {Ai}, eigenvectors of the
codeword distance matrix {wi} and the entries of the overall channel matrix, {g }.
Note that each hj,i is assumed to be a complex Gaussian random variable with mean
Ph. , and variance or per dimension.
On-chip Cross-talk According to our previous analysis, given that all hj,i(t)s are
i.i.d. Gaussian random variables, each gj,i should also be a complex Gaussian random
variable with mean pgj, which is a linear combination of Psh M(t)I and variance U2L"~ . ~ 9j'i
which is a linear combination of the scaled version of u1. Furthermore, the rows of
W, [w 1 , w 2 ,. . . , WnT], form a complete orthonormal basis of an N-dimensional vector
space [16, 25].
Thus, if the on-chip cross-talk is negligible, i.e., A ~ I and B - I, the elements
of {fj,i} are just independent complex Gaussian random variables with mean {pi, }
and variance {o- per dimension, where
1,3= E [/j,i] = E [gj -E[wi] = [11 9j 1, /j, . . . Agn wi (3.29)
U = E [i] - ( (3.30)
If the on-chip cross-talk is not negligible, the elements of {f3j,i} are correlated
complex Gaussian random variables with mean p and variance {01 }, where
pj = E [f 3 ,i] = E [g -wi] E [gj] E [.wi] (3.31)
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and
07 = E [13] - 2 (3.32)
In (3.27), {t3,2} indicates the impact upon the distance between codewords due to
the overall-channel. Furthermore, (3.31) and (3.32) shows that the on-chip cross-talk
can change the probabilistic properties of {j,3 and thus affect the evaluation of the
MED.
Pairwise Probability and On-chip Cross-talk
Conditional Pairwise Error and On-chip Cross-talk Now we can simply
substitute (3.27) and (3.28) into (3.15) and (3.16) to obtain the conditional pairwise
error probability and its upper bound
E nR nT 1j' 1P(X, jXB -H -A)= Q 2  Z Ajil2 (3.33)\ o j=1 j=1
1 ( T 2 Es
P(X, XIB -H - A) < exp -EEAtj3 j,2 4 (3.34)
2 ( ~j=1 i=1 N
As (3.33) and (3.34) show, the STC conditional pairwise error probability can be
determined by a Q function, the argument of which is the square root of the product
of the signal and noise ratio, E, and the MED given in (3.27). The on-chip cross-2N 0 '
talk has no effects upon the value of A, nT and nR, but can influence the random
variables { f I I} which directly determine the value of MED and thus pairwise error
probability.
Unconditional Pairwise Error Probability and On-chip Cross-talk Since
the distribution of gj,i is known, the distribution of IQj,ij is found to follow a Rician
distribution with the following probability density function (pdf) [7, 26]
p(I 3j,i1) = 2 |1,jI exp (- 13,4i - up .i2) Io (2|13, I l fpo 2) (3.35)
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where I(.) is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind [27, 26].
Now we can use this pdf to derive the unconditional pairwise error probability by
simply averaging (3.33) and (3.34) w.r.t. 10j,iI. As shown in our previous analysis, the
probabilistic characteristics of Oji change due to the on-chip cross-talk; the evaluation
of (3.35) is dependent on (3.31) and (3.32).
Furthermore, let rD denote the rank of matrix D. For rD nT, rD indicates the
number of none-zero eigenvalues of D. As shown by (3.27), rD and nR determine the
value of MED and thus determine the pairwise error probability of the STC coded
system. Note that the values of rD and nR are performance metrics that do not depend
on the on-chip cross-talk matrices but are related to the STC codeword-pair under
analysis. According to [18, 21], we distinguish the analysis on unconditional pairwise
error probability into two cases, i.e., the large rD ' nR case, in which (rD ' R) 4, and
the small rD -nR case, in which (TD -fR) < 4. We will discuss these two cases in the
Appendix. Note that the analysis in Appendix is applicable when the on-chip cross-
talk is negligible. When the level of on-chip signal cross-talk becomes significant, we
should evaluate (3.27) using the joint pdf of {!3j,il}.
3.2.2 Performance Analysis for Fast Fading Channel
In contrast to slow fading channel, the fading coefficients are modelled as random
variables for each time instant t, i.e., (3.19) doesn't hold anymore.
We define the fading coefficients of the spatial channel at receive antenna j as
hj(t), given by
hj (t) = [hj,1(t), hj,2 (t),... , hj,n(t)] (3.36)
Analysis Metrics for Fast Fading Channel with On-chip Cross-talk
The performance analysis for fast fading channels is very similar to that for slow
fading channel. We will first define the space-time symbol difference vector and the
distance matrix. Then, we will introduce the diagonalization method. Next, through
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the use of the diagonalization method, we will derive the eigen-value and eigen-vector
of a matrix. Finally, we will discuss the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the eigen
expression of MED which will be used in the pairwise error probability evaluation.
ST Symbol Difference Vector/ distance matrix Let's first define a space-time
symbol difference vector T(xt, kt) as
T(x(t), k(t)) [XI(t) - zI(t), X2 (t) - z 2 (t), ... , x (t) - znT (t)]T (3.37)
We then define an nT x n matrix F(x(t), R(t)) as
F(x(t), R(t)) = T(x(t), k(t)) -T(x(t), R(t)) (3.38)
again the entries of (3.37) represent the difference between the two STC signals
transmitted at a particular TX antenna at a particular time.
Matrix Diagonalization Method Note that F(x(t), R(t)) is Hermitian [23], thus
there exists a unitary matrix W(t) [24] and we can apply the diagonalization method
again to obtain
W(t) -F(x(t), R(t)) - W(t) t = E(t) (3.39)
where E(t) is a real diagonal matrix, such that
p1(t) 0 ... 0
0 ( 2 (t) - - 06~) =t (3.40)
0 0 
... nT (t)
In (3.39), the rows of W(t), {w 1 (t), w 2 (t), . ., wa(t)}, are the eigenvectors of
F(x(t), R(t)). These eigenvectors form a complete orthonormal basis of an N-dimensional
vector space. The diagonal elements of E(t) are the eigenvalues j(t), where i =
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1, 2,. .. , nr, of F(x(t), R(t)). Similar to our analysis for the slow fading channel case,
we will express the MED of x(t) and k(t) in terms of these eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors. Again, the diagonal representation simplifies the notation and serves to establish
the connection between MED and the on-chip cross-talk matrices.
Note that if x(t) = R(t), then F(x(t), k(t)) is merely a zero matrix, i.e., all entries
of the matrix are zeros. In this case, (i(t) = 0, for all i = 1, 2,. . . , nrT. On the other
hand, if x(t) 74 k(t), then then F(x(t), R(t)) has only one nonzero eigenvalue and the
rest of the nT - 1 eigenvalues are all zeros. Without loss of generality, let's suppose
that 1(t) is the nonzero eigenvalue. Thus, we have
x(t) = I (t) - (t)12 = Xi (t) ji (t) 2 (3.41)
Eigen Expression of MED Note that the nonzero eigenvalue is simply the
squared Euclidean distance between the two space-time symbols x(t) and k(t). Let's
denote the eigenvector corresponding to 1(t) as wi(t). Then applying (3.36) and
(3.41) to (3.11) we obtain,
tF nR nT
dh(X, X) E E E /3,i(t) 2  t) (3.42)
t=1 j=1 i=1
where
# =,(t)  gj (t) - wi(t) (3.43)
Since at a particular instant t, there is at most one nonzero eigenvalue, 1(t), for
the codeword matrix F(x(t), R(t)). We can express (3.42) as the following,
dj(X(t), (t)) = E j /3#,1(t)I2-(1(t) = 1,3j, 1 (t)12 -IX(t) -(t)12 (3.44)
t~t(X,X) j=1 tEt(X,X) J=
where t(x, R) denotes the set of time instances t = 1, 2,.. , tF, S.t., Ix(t) - R(t) 1
0.
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On-chip Cross-talk Similar to our analysis for slow fading channel, given that
all hj,i(t)s are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables, each gj,i(t) should also be a com-
plex Gaussian random variable with mean pgj,,(t), which is a linear combination of
PhjQ)}, and variance jt which is also a linear combination of the scaled ver-
sion of (or Furthermore, the rows of W(t), [wi(t), w 2(t),..., wn(t)], form a
complete orthonormal basis of an N-dimensional vector space [23], [24], [16].
Thus, if the on-chip cross-talk is negligible, i.e., A(t) ~ I and B(t) ~I, the
elements of {/3,i(t)} are just independent complex Gaussian random variables with
mean {Pg (t)} and variance {O0j(t)} per dimension, where
po', (t) = E [03,i (t)] = E [g (t)] -E[wi(t)] = [11jui(t), Dg, 2 (t), - i - # (t) - wi(t) (3.45)
and
£(t) = E [[i(t)] - (3.46)
If the on-chip cross-talk is not negligible, the elements of {3,i(t)} are correlated
complex Gaussian random variables with mean {p~,(t) and variance {(o- }, where
pou',(t) = E [0j,i (t)] = E [gj (t) - wi (t)] (3.47)
and
o- = E [ ,(t) - (pp ,t) (3.48)
In (3.44), {3,i(t)} indicates the impact upon the distance between codewords
due to the overall-channel at a particular time instance t. The on-chip cross-talk
changes the probabilistic properties of /j,i(t) and thus affect the evaluation of the
MED d2(X(t), X(t)) as shown in (3.47) and (3.48).
Hence, we find MED related to the eigenvalues, eigenvectors of the codeword
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distance matrices and the overall channel matrix for the fast fading channel case.
The pairwise error probability of STC scheme, which determines the performance of
STC system, depends on the on-chip cross-talk due to their influence upon the MED.
Pairwise Probability Analysis
Conditional Pairwise Error Probability and On-chip Cross-talk Now we
can simply substitute (3.43) and (3.44) into (3.15) and (3.16) to obtain the conditional
pairwise error probability and its upper bound
P(X, jxB - H -A)= Q (E ,I(t) 2 _ X(t) - (t) 12 (3.49)
\N tEt(x,xk) j=1
1~ ER
P(X,XIB - H - A) < -exp EX,,(t) 2 - jx(t) - 4(t)N2 (3.50)
Again, all the on-chip cross-talk effects are carried by the correlated random vari-
ables If3,1(t)I
Unconditional Pairwise Error Probability and On-chip Cross-talk Know-
ing the distribution of gYj,i(t), let's determine the distribution of 1/j,1(t) . Similar to
(3.28), /3j,1 (t) in (3.43) are also independent complex Gaussian random variables with
variance 1 per dimension and I#3,1(t)j follows a Rician distribution as well. Its pdf is
given by
p(1j,1(t) 1) = 2 1j,1(t)I exp (- I/0j, 1(t) 12 -- I/1 (t) 2) 10 (2 130, 1(t) I Ipa() P) (3.51)
According to our previous analysis, the on-chip cross-talk can change the prob-
abilistic properties of /10,i(t)f. The evaluation of (3.51) is dependent on (3.47) and
(3.48).
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Now we can use this pdf to derive the unconditional pairwise error probability
by simply averaging (3.49) and (3.50) w.r.t. 13j, (t)j. Furthermore, let's define 6H as
the number of space-time symbols in which the two codewords X and X differ. 6H
is usually called the the space-time symbol-wise Hamming distance between the two
codewords.
Note we have 6H tR independent random variables in (3.51). Similar to the analysis
for slow fading, we will distinguish the analysis on unconditional pairwise error proba-
bility of fast fading into two cases, e.g., the large (JH nR) case, in which ( 6 H nR) > 4,
and the small (SH ' nR) case, in which (OH -nR) < 4. The analysis of these cases are
presented in Appendix.
3.2.3 Exact Performance Evaluation
In the code performance analysis of the previous subsections, we have investigated
the upper bounds of the conditional and unconditional pairwise error probabilities. In
this subsection, we will present the evaluation of the exact performance of STC using
the moment generating function method described in [28], [29] and [30]. We found
that the cross-talk effects upon the system performance are evident in the pair-wise
error probability evaluation.
Conditional Pairwise Error Probability
Let's first review the pairwise error probability conditioned on the CSI. This condi-
tional error probability is given by
P(X, XfG) = Q 2 L |IG(t)(x(t) - k(t))1) (3.52)
For convenience, let
E tF8E G(t)(x(t) 
- i(t))! 2  (3.53)
2NO
Graig formula Applying the Graig's formula to the Gaussian Q function [31]
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1) - exp -2n dO (3.54)Q )=7r JO 2 sin2 0
we obtain
P(X, jl G) = - exp (-2 . ) dO (3.55)
To find the unconditional pairwise error probability, we need to evaluate the av-
erage value of (3.55) w.r.t. the distribution of (. We will express the result in terms
of the moment generating function (MGF) of 0.
Moment Generating Function We denote the MGF as M((s)
M( (s) = j exp(so)PC (()d( (3.56)
Thus applying (3.56) to (3.55), we get
1 2(2 -Pr(X,X) = -j2E exp- 2  d (3.57)
7F 0 2 sin 2o
2 o (2
= - ±fj exp (-. Ft(c)dQdO (3.58)
7r 0 0 2 sin2 0P()dd
=- j M( - . dO (3.59)
Note that we reduce the unconditional pair-wise error probability to a very simple
expression as shown in (3.59). All the on-chip cross-talk effects are carried by the
MGF as (3.56) indicates. The value of this MGF is determined by the probability
density function of (. The probability density function can be derived from the
definition in (3.53) and basic probability theory. Given the two codewords X and X,
the pairwise error probability of which we would like to evaluate, we see that the (
is just a linear combination of the scaled versions of the real and imaginary parts of
hj,i(t)'s. The scalars are {aj,i(t)} and {bj,i(t)} dependent. Thus, the evaluation of
MGF is directly related to the on-chip cross-talk matrices' coefficients through such
a relationship.
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3.2.4 Summary of the On-Chip Cross-talk Effects on Perfor-
mance Evaluation
During our analysis, we developed tools and metrics for our performance evalua-
tion and studied the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the important metrics step by
step. Through the connections between these metrics and the final evaluation, we are
able to tie the on-chip cross-talk effects with the overall-system-performance analysis.
We found that the on-chip cross-talk can certain influence the probabilistic prop-
erties of the overall transmission channel. One of the key advantages introduced by
space-time coding over other coding schemes is the simultaneous diversity in both
spatial and temporal domain. Achieving such diversity demands the CSI coefficients
to be independent to each other in both spatial and temporal domain. Given that the
transmitter has no information about the overall channel, no compensation is made
to counteract the on-chip cross-talk effects. The on-chip cross-talk can cause the CSI
coefficients becoming correlated to each other, thus making the STC lose its diversity
advantage.
Such effects induced by on-chip cross-talk can be observed through the general
MED expression in (3.11), the MED expression of slow fading transmission in (3.27)
and the MED expression of fast fading transmission in (3.44). MED is an important
metric in evaluating the pair-wise error probability, which measures the transmission
reliability of an STC system. The smaller the MED between two codeword constel-
lation points, the more likely an error occurs in decoding. When the transmission
channel is perfect, e.g., all the CSI coefficients are unity and the MED is simply the
Euclidean distance between the two codewords in the spatial dimensions i, j and the
temporal dimensions t, where i = 1, 2,. . . , nT, j = 1,2, ... , nR and t = 1, 2,..., tF-
In practice, the difference of the two constellation point in each dimension is
scaled by the corresponding CSI coefficient. The on-chip cross-talk can change the
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probability properties of the CSI coefficients, distort the MED and thus impact the
overall system performance as we investigated in the slow fading channel and the fast
fading channel case. In the exact performance evaluation, we use some mathematical
manipulation to simplify the explicit expression of the pair-wise error probability and
the on-chip cross-talk effects are carried by the MGF.
3.3 Implementation of Space-Time Coded System
In the previous section, we have discussed the cross-talk effects upon the performance
analysis for space-time codes. In this section, we will present the space-time-block-
coded (STBC) system we implemented for the WiGLAN project. The key feature of
the STBC scheme is that it achieves a full diversity gain with a simple maximum-
likelihood decoding algorithm. The STBC design is based on the fundamental prin-
ciples of orthogonal designs originated by Radon [32] in the early 20 century and
refined by Geramita and Seberry [25} in the late 70's. Based on those mathemati-
cal frame works, Tarokh has developed the orthogonal design theories for space-time
block code in the late 90's [33]. First, we will introduce STBC encoding scheme and
the definitions of code rate and orthogonal design. Then, following these definitions
and guidelines, we will present the STBC code-construction in various scenarios with
different numbers of transmit and received antennas. Finally, we will discuss the
decoding mechanisms for STBC.
3.3.1 Space-Time Block Code Encoding
STBC Encoding and STBC Rate
In general a space-time block code is defined by an nT x to transmission matrix X.
Here nT represents the number of transmit antennas and to represents the number of
time periods for transmission of one block of coded symbols.
Assume the signal constellation consists of 2m points. During each modulating
operation, every block of m information bits is mapped into a constellation point,
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i.e., each modulated signal represents m bits. Then every block of ti modulated
signals is encoded by a space-time block code encoder that generates nT parallel
signal sequences, each of which has length to, according to the transmission matrix
X. These sequences are transmitted through nT transmit antennas simultaneously in
to time periods.
In the space-time block code, the number of symbols the encoder takes as its
input in each encoding operation is ti. The number of transmission periods required
to transmit the space-time coded symbols through the multiple transmit antennas is
to. In other words, there are to space-time symbols transmitted from each antennas
for each block of ti input symbols. The rate of a space-time block code is defined
as the ratio between the number of symbols the encoder takes as its input and the
number of space-time coded symbols transmitted from each antenna. This rate is
given by
Rstbc =t- (3.60)
to
The entries of the transmission matrix X are linear combinations of the ti mod-
ulated symbols X1 , x2 ,.. , xt, and their conjugates x*, x*, ... , x*. In order to achieve
the full transmit diversity of nT, the transmission matrix X is constructed based on
the orthogonal designs developed by Tarokh [33]
X. Xt = c (X11 2 + X212 + -+- xk 12) InT (3.61)
where c is a constant, Xt is the Hermitian of X and InT is an nT x nT identity
matrix. The ith row of X represents the symbols transmitted from the ith transmit
antenna consecutively in to transmission periods, while the tth column of X repre-
sents the symbols transmitted simultaneously through nT transmit antennas at time
t. The tth column of X is regarded as a space-time symbol transmitted at time t.
The element of X in the ith row and tth column, xit, i = 1,2, ... , nT, t = 1, 2,. .. , t0,
represents the signal transmitted from antenna i at time t.
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It has been shown that the rate of a space time block code with full transmit
diversity is less than or equal to one, Rtbc < 1 [33]. The code with full rate Rotb= 1
requires no bandwidth expansion, while the code with rate R < 1 requires a band-
width expansion of 1/R. For space-time block codes with nT transmit antennas, the
transmission matrix is denoted as XT. The code is called the space-time block code
with size nT.
STBC Orthogonal Designs
Orthogonal designs are applied to construct space-time block codes. The rows of the
transmission matrix XnT are orthogonal to each other. This means that in each block,
the signal sequences from any two transmit antennas are orthogonal. For example,
if we assume that xi = (Xi,, Xi, 2, ... , xi,t0) is the transmitted sequence from the ith
antenna, i = 1, 2, ... , T, we have
to
xi -xj = > ]Xit * X t = 0, Z 7", , j E {1, 2, ... ., nT} (3.62)
t=1
where xi -x3 denotes the inner product of the sequences xi and xi. The orthog-
onality enables to achieve the full transmit diversity for a given number of transmit
antennas. In addition, it allows the receiver to decouple the signals transmitted from
different antennas and consequently, a simple maximum likelihood decoding, based
only on linear processing of the received signals.
3.3.2 STBC Signal Constellation
Based on the type of the signal constellations, space-time block codes can be classified
into STBC with real signals and STBC with complex signals.
STBC Construction for Real Signal Constellation
In general, if an nT x to real transmission matrix XnT with variable x 1 , x 2, .- ,t
satisfies
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XnT Xf = c + T1 2 22 + - - - + I') InT (3.63)
the space-time block code can provide the full transmit diversity of nT with a code
rate of ti/t o.
Full Rate STBC with Real Square Transmission Matrix For simplicity, we
begin by considering the space-time block codes with a square transmission matrix
XnT. For any arbitrary real signal constellation, such as M-ASK, space-time block
codes with nT x nT square transmission matrix XnT exist if and only if the number
of transmit antennas nT= 2,4, or 8 according to [33]. These codes are of full rate
Rotbc = 1 and offer the full transmit diversity of nT. The transmission matrices are
given by
X2 =1(3.64)
f2 = t m t
for UT - 2 transmit antennas;
X4 =
£1
X2
£3
-X2
~~I2
-X4
X3
- 3 -X4
X4 -X3
X2
-- 2
(3.65)
for nT= 4 transmit antennas; and
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X1 ~£2 -£3 -X4 -£5 -£6 -7 -X8
£2 X1 -£4 £3 -X6 X5 18 -17
£3 £4 X1 -12 -£7 ~X8 X5 X6
X8 £4 -- 3 £2 Xi -X8 £7 -X6 X5 (3.66)
X5 £6 £7 £8 £1 -£2 -£3 -4
£6 -- 5 X8 -7 X2 £1 £4 -£3
£7 -£8 ~X5 £6 £3 -£4 X1 £2
X8 £7 £X6 -£5 £4 £3 -£2 X1
for nT = 8 transmit antennas.
The square transmission matrices have orthogonal rows with entries ±j, ±12, ... , ilts
From the matrices, it can be observed that for a block of t2 modulated message sym-
bols, both the number of transmit antennas nT and the number of time periods t,
required to transmit the block code are equal to the message block length ti. For
example, consider a space-time block code, specified by X 4 with four transmit an-
tennas. The encoder takes t2 = 4 real modulated symbols £1, £2, £3 and £4 as it s
input and generates the code sequences. At time t = 1, signals x1 , £2, £3 and £4 are
transmitted from antenna 1 through 4, respectively. At time 2, signals -£2, X1, -£4
and £3 are transmitted from antenna 1 through 4, respectively, and so on. For this
example, four transmit antennas and four time periods are needed to transmit four
message symbols. Therefore, no bandwidth expansion is required for this code, or in
other words the code can achieve the full code rate of 1.
Full Rate STBC with Real Non-Square Transmission Matrix It is desir-
able to construct the full code rate Retb= 1 transmission schemes for any number
of transmit antennas, since full rate codes are bandwidth efficient. According to [33],
non-square matrices X 3, X5, X 6 and X 7 were constructed based on real orthogonal
designs for full diversity space-time block codes with sizes of 3, 5, 6, 7, respectively.
There matrices are given as follows
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11
X 3 = 2
X3
X7 =
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
I
X2
X3
14
X5
16
12
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
-X2
1
X4
-3
X6
-12
1
X4
-X3
X6
-X5
-X2
1
X4
-X3
16
-X5
-X8
-13
-14
1
X2
X7
-X3
-X4
1
X2
X7
X8
-X3
-X4
X1
X2
X7
X8
~-X5
-X2
11
-X4
-X4
X3
-2
X1
X8
-X4
X3
-X2
1
X8
-X7
-X4
13
-X2
1
X8
-X7
X6
-X3
14
X1
-X5
-16
-X7
-X8
X1
-X5
-16
-X7
-X8
I
12
-X5
-16
-17
-18
1
X2
X3
To explain the concept involved, let us consider
codes with six transmit antennas. The input to the
of eight symbols, X1, X2,... , X8, from a real signal
-X4
-X3
X2
-16
X5
-8
X7
-X2
-X6
15
-X8
X7
-12
1
-16
X5
-18
X7
-X2
1
-X4
(3.67)
-X7
18
X5
-16
-13
-17
X8
X5
-16
-13
14
-17
18
X5
-16
-X3
14
X1
-18
-~7
X6
X5
-14
-X8
-17
X6
X5
-X4
-X3
-X8
-17
X6
X5
-14
-13
X2
(3.68)
(3.69)
(3.70)
X 6, the matrix for space-time block
space-time block encoder is a block
constellation. After the encoding,
the coded symbols are transmitted through six transmit antennas in eight transmis-
sion periods, e.g., from the fifth antenna, signals 15, X6, X7, 18, 1, -- 2, -- 3, -14 are
transmitted in the first, second, third, etc., up to the eight transmission period, suc-
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cessively. It is obvious that the number of symbols that the encoder takes as its input
is equal to the number of time periods required to transmit these symbols. Thus,
this scheme requires no bandwidth expansion. Such property holds true for all above
examples.
STBC Construction for Complex Signal Constellation
In general, if an nT x to complex transmission matrix XnT with entries x1, x2 ,..., Xk
satisfies
XnT*Xa t c (1x 112 + 2 2 +- + jxtj2) I (3.71)
the space-time block code can provide the full transmit diversity of nT with a code
rate of ti/t o.
Full Rate STBC with Complex Square Transmission Matrix The Alam-
outi scheme shown in Figure 3-7 can be regarded as a space-time block code with
complex signal for two transmit antennas. The transmission matrix is represented by
[17]
XC = (3.72)
X2 X*
This scheme provides the full diversity of 2 and the full rate of 1.
The Alamouti scheme is unique in that it is the only space-time block code with
an nT x nT complex transmission matrix to achieve the full rate [33]. If the number
of the transmit antennas is larger than two, the code design goal is to construct high-
rate complex transmission matrices X' with low decoding complexity that achieve
the full diversity. In addition, similar to real orthogonal designs, the value of to must
be minimized in order to minimize the decoding delay.
Half Rate STBC with Complex Non-Square Transmission Matrix For
an arbitrary complex signal constellation, there are space-time block codes that can
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X 1
- X 2
77
y() = g 1x g 2 x2 + n(1)
X 2
x1
T
77
y(2)= -g 1x2 ± g 2 x+ + n(2)
* * * *
g 1 y 1 + g 2Y 2  g, n , + g 2 n 2Ig 1 12 +19 2 2 +g' 12 +19 2 12
g 2y 1 - -1Y2  x + g 2 n, - gin22 Ig 1  12 1 2 2 2 1  12 12 -|g |+192 +192 j I2
Figure 3-7: Alamouti's Space-Time Coding Scheme for 2 TX and 1 RX antennas
achieve a rate of 1 for an given number of transmit antennas. For example, complex2
transmission X' and X' are orthogonal designs for space-time codes with three and
four transmit antennas, respectively. There codes have the rate }. Matrices X2 and
X' are given in [33]
xc-4-
x1
X 2
X3
x1
X2
X3
X4
-X2
11
-X4
-X2
11
-X4
-X3
-X3
X4
x1
-X3
-X4
X1:
X2
-:4
-X3
X2
-X4
X3
X2
X1
X1
x*
X3
X4
x*-_X2
-X*
*X4
*
13
-x 3
x*x4
X*
-x 2
(3.73)
(3.74)
It can be shown that the inner product of any two rows of these matrices is zero,
which proves the orthogonality of these structures. Within matrix X', four complex
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symbols are taken at a time, and transmitted via three transmit antennas in eight
symbol periods; hence the transmission rate is 1. With regard to matrix X', four
symbols from a complex constellation are taken at a time and transmitted via four
transmit antennas in eight symbol periods, resulting in a transmission rate of 1 as2
well.
3.3.3 Space-Time Block Code Decoding
STBC Decoding for Real Square Transmission Matrix
Now let us consider the decoding algorithm. For simplicity, we start with a STBC
described by a square transmission matrix over a real signal constellation, such as
X 2, X 4 and X8 . In this case, the first column of the transmission matrix is a vector
[XI, X2 ,... . XnT]T. The other columns of XnT are all permutations of the first column
with possible different signs. Let pt denote the permutations of the symbols from
the first column to the t-th column. The row position of xi in the t-th column is
represented by pt(i) and the sign of xi in the t-th column is denoted by sgnt(i).
We assume that the channel coefficients gj,i(t) are constant over t, symbol periods.
g1y'i(t) = g,i, t =1, 2, .. ,tO (3.75)
In deriving the maximum likelihood decoding, similar to the one for the Alamouti
scheme we can construct the decision statistics for the transmitted signal xi as
nT nR
= E sgntji) -y (t) -g (3.76)
t=1 j=1
where i = 1, 2,... , nT. Because of the orthogonality of pairwise rows of the
transmission matrix, minimizing the maximum likelihood metric
nnT 2
E yj (t)-5 giiM(t) (3.77)
t=1 j=1 i=1
is equivalent to minimizing the joint decision metric [33] [34]
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nT nT nR
S Iti - Xi 12 + Igj (t) - 112 I 2 (3.78)
This algorithm simplifies the joint decoding significantly by performing separate
decoding for each transmitted signal. Due to the orthogonality, the decision statistics
for the desired transmitted signal xi is independent of the other transmitted signals
xj, j = 1,2, .. , nT, j f i. The decoding metric for each signal xi is based on linear
processing of its decision statistics ti
STBC Decoding for Real Non-Square Transmission Matrix
For the STBC with a non-square transmission matrix over real signal constellations,
such as X 3, X5 , X6 and X 7, the decision statistics at the receiver can be constructed
as
= 3 sgnt (i) -yj(t) -gt (i) (3.79)
where i = 1, 2, ... , t, and ii(i) is the set of columns of the transmission matrix,
in which xi appears. For example, consider the transmission matrix X 3 with three
transmit antennas
{() = 1, 2,3}; i(2) = {1, 2, 4}; (380)
-(3) = {1, 3, 4}; K(4) = {2,3,4}
The decision metric for each individual signal xi is given by [33] [34]
nT un
xi - Xi12 + EE gj(t)12 _ IXiI2 (3.81)
(t=1j=1
STBC Decoding for Complex Transmission Matrix
Similar decoding algorithms can be derived for STBC with complex signal constella-
tions. For the rate - STBC X' and X', the decision statistics zt can be represented
by
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zi = E sgn(i)
t=K(i) j=1
if xi belongs to the t-th columns of X"
if x* belongs to the t-th columns of X'
j'n (i) 9 j, Kt Mgji';;i) = {gj,di)if xi belongs to the t-th columns of X'if x* belongs to the t-th columns of X'
The decision matric is given by [33] [34]
|24 - Xi I + (2
nT
E
t=1
nR
E Igj (t) 2 -
j=1
1 |I i12
For example, the decision statistics for X' can be expressed as
= Ex (ylgj
=P4X1 + 3=1i
+ Y3J2 + Y3J3 + Y'49*4 + (yj)*g,5 + (yj)*g,6 + (yj)*gj7 + (y8)*g,)
(njg> + I + mg, +n+ (nj)*gj,5 + (n)*gj, + (nj)*gj, 7 + (n)*gj,)
(3.86)
a:2 = Z I (Yg - ,2 - y39j*3 + yjg3, 4 + (y3)*gj,5 - (yj)*g3,6 - (y)*gj,7 + (y)*gj),8
p4x1 + E =1 nj - - n, 3 + rig,4 + (ni)*gj,5 - (nj)*gj,6 - (njgj,7 + (n)*gj,s)
(3.87)
=3  > + y3g2,2 - yj9g,3 - yj~g,4 + (yj)*9j,5 + (y3)*gj,6 - (Y 7 )*gj, 7 - (yj)*gj,)
= p4 x1 + Z 71 (rig,1 + njg,2- nj - nj + (ni)*gj,5 + (nj)*gj,6 - (njg)*g,7 - (nj)*gj,)
(3.88)
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where
(3.82)
ji) M= {yj(t)
(yj (t))*
and
} (3.83)
} (3.84)
(3.85)
X4 =Ej' i (-YjYgj - yj*2 + yjgj, 3 - yj9g,4 - (yj)*gj,5 - (yj)*gj,6 + (y)*gj,7 - (yj)*gj,)
P4X E Z7n1 (--ng, 1 - ,+ n*3 - nj, 4 -(n)*j, - (n)*gj,6 + (n)*gj,7 - (n g
(3.89)
where
nT= 4 nR
P4 = 2 E E gj,i 12  (3.90)
i=1 j=1
3.3.4 Simulation Results
We implemented a 4 TX front-ends and 4 RX front-ends STBC system with matlab.
The simulation results of the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the system performance
are presented in Figure 3-8 and 3-9.
Each data point shown on the graphs corresponds to the pair-wise error probability
of the STBC system at a particular SNR level. For analysis purpose, we have included
two bench-mark curves. The very top one on each of the Figures corresponds to the
performance of a 1 TX 1 RX WiGLAN system in an additive white Gaussian noise
channel with fading. The very bottom curve on each of the Figures corresponds to
the performance of a 1 TX 1 RX WiGLAN system in an additive white Gaussian
noise channel without fading. Both curves represent the performance of a system,
which adopts neither OFDM nor STC. The transmitted and received data streams
are encoded and decoded by an QAM modem only.
Each curve between the two bench-mark curves represents performance of an
multiple front-ends STC system with the presence of cross-talk at certain level. For
example, "4tx4rx 30 deg" means that the system has four transmit and four receive
RF front-ends and the level of cross-talk effects between any two front-ends is thirty
degrees.
For a thirty degree cross-talk occurring only between two front-ends, intended
front-end i and interfering front-end j, the intended signal along front-end i is dimin-
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ished by a factor of cos(30') and the interfering signal coupled into front-end i from
front-end j is diminished by a factor of sin(30). Note that the total signal power
along each front-end should follow the energy conservation law. In other words, if
the cross-talk level is thirty degree and we have a total of four front-ends, the in-
tended signal power after the cross-talk channel should be diminished by a factor of
cos 2 (30") and the interfering power from the intended front-end to each of the other
three front-ends should be sin 2 (300)/3.
Figure 3-8 shows the performance of a STC system with the presence of on-chip
cross-talk at the transmitter and Figure3-9 shows the performance of a STC system
with the presence of on-chip cross-talk at the receiver.
Note that our simulation stops at 9 dB SNR. This is because that for each data
point shown on Figure 3-8 we need to simulate a large set of sampling points to ensure
the result to be reasonably accurate. Given the computing resource we have, we are
not able to simulate beyond 9 dB SNR.
Clearly, as the cross-talk level increases, the on-chip cross-talk channels' impacts
upon the characteristics of the overall channel becomes significant. The performance
improvement due to diversity in temporal and spatial domain introduced by the STBC
scheme becomes less and less as the channel paths become more and more correlated
to each other due to the increment of the level of on-chip cross-talk.
3.3.5 Summary of the Implementation of STBC
In this section, we first went over the definitions of code rate and orthogonal design of
STBC in (3.60) and (3.62) respectively. We use these definitions to guide our analysis
on the code construction and decoding of STBC.
Then, we classify the STBC into two categories, the real signals and complex sig-
nals STBCs. We went on to discuss the construction of STBC for both real signals
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and complex signals STBCs in various scenarios with different numbers of transmit
antennas. We also provide the detailed transmission matrix for the construction of
STBC in those scenarios discussed.
Finally, we present the STBC decoding mechanisms for real square transmission
matrix, real non-square transmission matrix and complex transmission matrix. Their
corresponding analytical decision-statistics are given in (3.76), (3.79) and (3.82); their
corresponding analytical decision-metrics are given in (3.78), (3.81) and (3.85). The
encoding and decoding algorithms in our WiGLAN simulation follow these analytical
results. The source code of the simulation is provided in Appendix-A.
3.4 Remarks on On-chip Cross-talk and STC
In this Chapter, we first developed a set of metrics, some of which contain the on-chip
cross-talk modelling, to measure the performance of an STC system. We studied the
relations between on-chip cross-talk and these metrics to understand the effects of on-
chip cross-talk upon the performance of STC systems. Among these metrics, MED is
particularly useful in evaluating the pair-wise error probability of STC systems. We
found that if the on-chip cross-talk is so significant that they change the probabilistic
property, namely the independency among different "channel paths", of the wireless
CSI, the diversity advantage introduced by space-time coding in the time and spatial
domains is lost; then, the STC system performance is severely degraded. We provided
analysis on both the slow fading transmission and fast fading transmission. We also
attempted the exact performance evaluation of the STC system. At last, we discussed
the encoding and decoding mechanisms for space-time block-code which is used in
the simulation of the WiGLAN project. We also presented the code construction in
different multiple-TX and multiple-RX scenarios.
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Figure 3-8: Pairwise Error Probability vs. SNR of a 4-TX-4-RX STC System with
TX On-chip Cross-talk
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Chapter 4
On-Chip Cross-talk and
Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing
Diversity in frequency domain is one of the outstanding features offered by OFDM
scheme. In the previous chapter, we have shown the diversity feature provided by
space-time coding in both time and spatial domains and investigated the on-chip sig-
nal cross-talk effects upon the performance of space-time coding. In this chapter, we
will investigate on-chip signal cross-talk effects upon the performance of OFDM, i.e.,
how on-chip signal cross-talk affects the diversity feature introduced by OFDM in the
frequency domain.
The organization of the contents in this chapter is as the followings.
First, we are going to cover the necessary fundamental basis of OFDM and outline
its general system model. We will introduce the definitions of intersymbol interference
(ISI), interchannel interference (ICI), and cochannel interference (CCI), which will be
used to distinguish the different natures of interferences induced by on-chip cross-talk
effects upon the operation of OFDM; furthermore, we will introduce an important
property, the orthogonal property, which can be used to combat ISI and ICI.
Second, we will present the IDFT/DFT implementation of the OFDM scheme
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adopted in the WiGLAN system we study, discuss the related signal interference
issues, and analyze the cross-talk effects upon the OFDM system performance. In
order to pin-point the performance degradation due to on-chip cross-talk in different
scenarios with different channel characteristics, we will analyze the on-chip cross-
talk effects upon IDFT/DFT OFDM system in ideal spatial channel, LTI wireless
channel, and LTV wireless channel individually. By doing so, we can compare the
differences of on-chip cross-talk effects in OFDM transmission with different channel
characteristics.
Finally, we will present a unifying model of the OFDM system and summarize the
effects of on-chip cross-talk upon OFDM's original properties. We will introduce the
cyclic prefix CP scheme used in the implementation of IDFT/DFT OFDM system.
The CP scheme is important to the propoer operation of an IDFT/DFT OFDM
system because it serves to eliminate the ISI. We will show that if the appropriate
length of CP is chosen and the pulses functions of the OFDM modulation/modulation
satisfy the orthogonal property, the ISI and ICI induced by on-chip cross-talk in an
IDFT/DFT OFDM system can be eliminated; however, the CCI still remains for each
subchannel. We will provide analysis of both the discrete-time and the continuous-
time cases.
4.1 Fundamental Principles of OFDM
In this section, first we will review OFDM's historical development and give a concep-
tual overview of the OFDM scheme; then, we will discuss the basics of OFDM-system
modelling and the related design issues; at last, we will cover the signal analysis for the
discrete-to-continuous modulation, continuous-to-discrete demodulation, baseband-
to-passband modulation and passband-to-baseband demodulation in OFDM systems.
In the signal analysis of each of these operations, we will study the on-chip cross-talk
effects between two front-ends. The analytical results can be easily generalized for the
multiple front-ends case. We will introduce the orthogonal property, which is neces-
sary to eliminate the intersymbol interference, the strong orthogonal property, which
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is necessary to eliminate the interchannel interference caused by on-chip cross-talk.
We will also distinguish the co-channel interference, which cannot be eliminated even
when the strong orthogonal property is satisfied, from the other signal interferences
caused by on-chip cross-talk.
4.1.1 The Basic Idea of OFDM
A The Parallel Transmission Scheme
OFDM techniques explore the idea of parallel data transmission. It divides a fre-
quency band into several subchannels by independently modulating a number of
carriers of different frequencies and transmit parallel data sequences through these
subchannels simultaneously, efficiently utilizing of the available spectra. Since each
subchannel in the OFDM scheme occupies a relatively narrow frequency band, the
parallel data transmission in frequency domain is effective in combatting the effects
of amplitude, delay distortion and impulsive noise.
The Historic Development of OFDM
The original parallel scheme was proposed by Chang in 1966 [35]. Shortly after
Chang's publication, waves of research on OFDM began. Some of the most funda-
mental theories for OFDM are developed during the late 60's and early 70's. Saltzberg
raised the signal interference issues in OFDM and presented some of the most funda-
mental analysis [36]; Chang also proposed the requirements on the pulse shaping to
mitigate the channel distortion effects and signal interference [37]; Weistein and Ebert
introduced discrete Fourier transform method to implement OFDM [38]. In the 80's
and 90's, the theoretical frame work of OFDM became more and more mature and
OFDM were then used in military operation and later opened to consumer electronics
market [19, 39, 40, 41, 42]. In the past decade, OFDM have become a part of various
Wireless LAN standards due to its unique feature in exploring frequency-diversity.
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The Basic Properties of a OFDM System
OFDM scheme has demonstrated the following superior properties in wireless com-
munication.
(1) The maximum signaling rate for the given channel (Nyquist rate) can be ap-
proached without the use of sharp cutoff filters.
(2) With the entire frequency band divided into a number of narrow channels, the
parallel system (frequency division multiplexing) is less sensitive to wide-band im-
pulse noise interference than the ordinary serial system (time division multiplexing).
(3) With the entire frequency band divided into a number of narrow channels, the
parallel system is also less sensitive to channel distortion.
(4) In serial transmission, certain types of noise, such as the time variable tone
interference, may cause the entire system to be disabled. This can be avoided in
the parallel system by adaptively dropping out only the channels affected. Thus, the
parallel system has the flexibility to enable different transmission scheme to adapt to
a variety of noise environments [43].
These properties will become evident as our discussion carries on. However, in our
WiGLAN system, on-chip cross-talk could occur among multiple transmission front-
ends. The OFDM signals will be added on top of each other and further complicates
the signal interference issue which already exists in the OFDM system. Can we still
achieve the optimal reliable data rate? Does the favorable channel characteristics
still remain? Do the signal crosstalk affects all the subchannel and thus eliminate
the flexibility OFDM offers? If these properties cannot be sustained, how will the
performance of a OFDM system be affected by on-chip signal cross-talk? These are
the key questions we would like to answer and we will attempt answering them by
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tracing the origin of the OFDM design.
4.1.2 OFDM System Basics and Issues
Basic OFDM Signal Chains and System Blocks
Consider a basic OFDM system as show in Figure 4-1. At the transmitter, a serial
data stream of encoded symbols, {x[m]}, each of which has a duration of T = 2f
seconds, is fed into the serial-to-parallel (S/P) converter, where the 2fx is just the
input symbol rate. The S/P converter then splits this incoming data sequence into
multiple parallel data sequences. Suppose we divide the overall channel into K paral-
lel subchannels. The size of each frame of the OFDM input sequence is then set to be
K. For the lth frame, the K coded symbols, are denoted by (xi[0],.. . , x,[K - 1]) =
(x[O + 1], .. . , x[K - 1 + 1]), where x,[k] = Rx,[k] + jIx,[k]. At the output of the S/P
converter, these K parallel data streams enter a bank of modulators. Each of the
modulators converts the corresponding data stream into a bandlimited analog wave-
form and then modulates the waveform with the corresponding subcarrier frequencies,
fk, where k - {o, 1, .. . , K - 1}, up to the corresponding passband. After the mod-
ulators, these K parallel waveforms, {Xk(t)}, are multiplexed together to form the
waveform, x(t), to be transmitted through the antennas.
At the receiver, the received waveform, y(t), first enters a bank of demodulators.
It is then de-multiplexed into K parallel waveforms, {Yk (t)}. Then the demodulators
down-convert these parallel waveforms into parallel data streams, {y[0]} , . . . , {y1[K - 1]}.
We denote the de-modulating subcarrier frequencies of these demodulator as f6,, fj', .. fki
respectively. Finally, these parallel data sequences are fed into a parallel to serial
(P/S) converter to recover the transmit serial data stream (y[O + 1,... , y[K - 1 + 1]) =
(y[0], . .,y[K - 1]).
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Figure 4-1: A Basic OFDM System
Serial vs Parallel Transmission At the Presence of Cross-talk
Bandwidth and Data Rate Consider an OFDM system in which the K parallel
channels operate on equally spaced center frequencies, {ff}, e.g.,
fk = fo + kAf where Af - "W - 1(4.1)
K KTa
We assume an overall channel bandwidth 2Wa and the bandwidth available for
each subchannel is 2W,,6 < 2w = Af.- If the OFDM scheme utilized each subchannel
fully, i.e., each subchannel transmits at its maximum rate Rsuk~max = Af , then the
overall OFDM data rate, given by Rall = K x Reub, can achieve the maximum data
rate of the overall channel channel, Rall,max = 2Wa = y.
We assume synchronized signal intervals and coherent detection. We also assume
that the demodulation subcarriers match the modulation subcarriers exactly, fk =A.
To summarize the above, we have
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fk center frequency of the kth channel
Af different between two adjacent center frequencies (4.2)
Rsub = data rate per sub-channel = 2Wub < Af = Rsub,max (bauds 1)
Tsub baud interval of each sub-channel = Rsb (seconds)
Note that when cross-talk occurs among different RF front-ends, the performance
of a serial transmission scheme and that of a parallel transmission scheme are affected
in a similar manner.
In serial transmission, cross-talk causes the two signal waveforms of different
front-end to interfere with each other over the entire channel spectra. In parallel
transmission, cross-talk causes signal interferences to occur between corresponding
subchannels of different front-ends; in other words, signal waveforms limited to the
kth subchannel of a front end interfere with the signal waveforms limited to the
corresponding kth subchannel of another front end.
Reducing the data rate cannot help in suppressing the effects of cross-talk as it
merely shrinks the signal bandwidth and the channel bandwidth occupied. However,
the on-chip cross-talk still causes the spectra to overlap among different front-ends.
Signal Interval and Channel Distortion in Time Domain Note that, after
the serial-to-parallel converter, the signaling interval is increased by a factor of K
for each parallel stream as compared to the original signaling interval of the serial
data stream. For a serial system, a channel deep fade and wide-band noise impulse
might last over several symbol periods and completely corrupt that section of the
data sequence.
A longer signaling interval makes the system less susceptible to such deep fade
and wide-band noise impulse as shown in Figure 4-2. Suppose the channel distortion
lasts for L < K signaling intervals. Then, at least L data symbols are corrupted in
the serial transmission scheme. In the K sub-channel parallel transmission scheme,
the K symbols transmitted simultaneously are only affected slightly as long as K
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Figure 4-2: Figure: The Enlarged Signaling Interval of OFDM Systems
is relative large in comparison to L. Thus, those slightly affected symbols can be
recovered in the parallel transmission scheme instead of getting entirely corrupted as
in the serial transmission scheme.
On the other hand, the total data rate of the parallel transmission system, which
takes all the parallel data streams into account, is the same as that of the serial one.
Thus, by using the OFDM technique, we can improve the reliability of data trans-
mission while keeping the data rate unchanged.
Let's consider the effects of cross-talk in this scenario. Assume that the signal
power level through the entire band is about the same. If we treat the cross-talk
signals as noises and compare the SNR of the serial transmission scheme and that of
the parallel transmission scheme, we see that these SNRs should be the same as long
as the signal levels stay the same. This is not surprising because the impulse response
of the on-chip signal cross-talk channel can be approximated as a delay scaling factor
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since the channel stays fairly constant over time. Thus, interfering signals are scaled
the same way in either the serial transmission scheme or the parallel transmission
scheme, yielding the same SNR.
Subchannel Spacing and Channel Variation in Frequency Domain Note
that in the parallel transmission scheme, as K gets larger, the band of each subchannel
gets smaller; therefore, for sufficient large K, the amplitude and delay characteristics
of the transmission media can be regarded as flat over each narrow band with some
simple equalization,
As K - +oo, then for k 0, 1, 2,..., K - 1 (4.3)
Af Af
hk(f)= hk for f E [fk- 2 f + ] (4.4)2 2
Thus, hk(f) is simply a constant for each k, independent of frequency within the
corresponding subchannel. A fixed delay is neglected since it simply changes the time
origin.
As illustrated in Figure 4-3, for sufficiently large K, even though a channel dis-
tortion could have a significant variation over the entire channel, the subchannels can
still maintain a flat-fading characteristics.
Spectra Efficiency Issues
Guard Interval and Interchannel Interference In practice, there is some
spectral spillage due to adjacent subchannels in parallel transmission. Such spectral
spillage causes interchannel interference (ICI) and it is very undesirable. To prevent
spectral spillage, sufficient large guard intervals between adjacent subchannels are
required. More specifically, if we place a guard interval of 2 W between adjacent
channels, then the available bandwidth for each subchannel is reduced to, 2 Wsub
Af - 2Wg and the spectra efficiency is given by
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Obviously, the larger the guard interval the less efficient of spectrum usage. Fur-
thermore, the spectral spillage between OFDM subchannels due to the imperfections
of each of the subchannels filters requires the subchannel to be spaced even further
apart than the theoretically required minimum amount, decreasing spectral efficiency.
The ICI effects have significant impact on the system performance and require a more
thorough treatment which we will present later in this Chapter.
Subehannel Overlapping for Better Spectra Efficiency The system can ob-
tain a much more efficient usage of the bandwidth by permitting the power density
spectra of signals through different subchannels to overlap. Independent separation
of the multiplexed tones is possible with the coherent detection and orthogonal tones.
Orthogonal tones are subcarriers tones separated by the reciprocal of the signal ele-
ment duration.
Figure 4-4 shows the power density spectra of transmitted waveforms through the
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Figure 4-4: OFDM Channel Division
subchannels of an OFDM system. Note that in this particular scheme, the subcarriers
are again separated by Af, but the power density spectra of one particular channel
has spillage over the other channels. It has been demonstrated that in such system
each subchannel is capable of transmitting data at a rate of Af bauds [38].
Note that there are no guard interval involved and sharp cut-off filters are not
required because the power density spectra of the waveform through a subchannel
needs not be confined within that subchannel. High spectral efficiency is achieved
with reduced equipment complexity.
Maintaining the orthogonal relationship among the subcarriers is the key to achieve
this high spectral efficiency OFDM scheme and we will provide the relevant mathe-
matical framework for orthogonality and discuss its significance next.
Note that, when we allow spectral overlapping among subchannels, the signal
interference caused by on-chip cross-talk is due to not only the signal from the corre-
sponding subchannel but also those from the other overlapping sub-channels of differ-
ent front-ends. Thus, in an OFDM system which adopts parallel transmission scheme
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with subchannel spectra overlapping, the signal interferencing issue due to on-chip
cross-talk is much more complicated than that in a system without the subchannel
spectra overlapping. We will study this issue in details later in this Chapter.
4.1.3 OFDM Signal Analysis
OFDM Basic Functions Partitioning
There are a few tasks an OFDM system needs to perform. First, it converts serial
input data sequence into parallel data sequences and converts these parallel sequences
into analog waveforms separately. Then it modulates each of these waveforms and
make each of them ready for interference-free transmission through the correspond-
ing subchannel. Finally, it recovers the original signal sequences from them after
the transmitted waveforms are collected at the output of the channel the. We can
partition these tasks into the following basic operation
1. Modulate discrete data sequence into baseband-limited continuous waveforms;
2. Modulate the baseband signal for parallel-pass-band transmission;
3. Demodulate the parallel-pass-band signals received to baseband signal;
4. Demodulate the baseband-limited continuous waveforms back to discrete data
sequence.
To quantitatively analyze the crosstalk effects upon the operation and performance
of an OFDM system, we take the approach to partition the tasks performed by an
OFDM system into the above operations. In the following discussion, we will group
the discrete-to-continuous modulation and continuous-to-discrete demodulation to-
gether; we also group modulation and demodulation operation together. We will also
discuss the significance of Nyquist criterion and orthogonal property in sustaining the
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proper operation of an OFDM system as well as the issues of intersymbol interference
(ISI), interchannel interference (ICI) and co-channel interference (CCI). Through our
discussion, we will analyze the cross-talk effects upon these operations individually;
we will also investigate the interconnection among these operations and the overall
effects of cross-talk.
Discrete Data Sequence - Continuous Waveform
Degree of Freedom The concept of degree of freedom has been well established in
signal processing and communication theory. Given a limited time length, it can be
shown that there is a limit on the number of symbols that can be transmitted through
a limited bandwidth and recovered perfectly if the channel is ideal and certain condi-
tions on the equipments are met. Gallager and Forney have developed a very elegant
treatment on this topic [16]. The treatment is based on several fundamental princi-
ples in signal processing and communication theory, namely the sampling theorem,
the aliasing theorem, and the Nyquist criterion theorem. We will use these principles
through our analysis.
Discrete- Continuous/Continuous-Discrete Conversions The WiGLAN sys-
tem we are interested converts discrete data sequences into continuous baseband wave-
forms. The conversion takes the following form
x(t) = ( xcVp(t - lT,) (4.6)
leZ
where {xj} represents the symbol sequence to be transmitted, e.g.,
(xO, x1 , . .. , Xi) = (x[0], x[Tz], .. . , x[lT]) (4.7)
Note that the modulation process is determined by the signal interval Tx and the
modulating waveform, b(t), which is baseband-limited to the available bandwidth,
say [-WOWO].
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We assume for the moment that the baseband-passband conversion, channel trans-
mission medium, and passband-baseband conversion, are ideal. Thus, the baseband
modulator output x(t) is recreated at the input to the baseband demodulator. Just
like the modulator, the baseband demodulator is determined by the sampling inter-
val Tx and the demodulating waveform, 0(t), which is also baseband-limited to the
available bandwidth, [-WO, WO]. The demodulator filters x(t) by 0(t) and samples
the output at T.-spaced sample times. The filtered output is then given by
y(t ) = J X(T)#(t - T)dT = Xj p(t - lTX) (4.8)
where
p(t) = 0(t) * #(t)= J (T)O(t - T)dT (4.9)
Suppose the number of the symbols transmitted is Nsym. Given that V/(t) and
0(t) are known and coherent detection can be achieved, we can sampled y(t) at vari-
ous instances to yield Nsym independent equations from which we can solve for {xi}.
However, only after all Nsym equations are obtained, each of the transmitted symbols
can then be recovered by solving the equations. Thus, undesirable transmission de-
lay occurs. Furthermore, if the transmission medium is not ideal, the demodulated
waveform takes the following form
y(t) =(q * (h * x))(t) + ( * n)(t) (4.10)
yM(t) = #(t - s) [J h(T, s)X(s - r)dT] ds + J #(t - s)n(s)ds (4.11)
y(t) = [xizp(t, lTx)] + J #(t - s)n(s)ds (4.12)
where
(t, lTX) = J O(t - s) [J h(T, s)4(s - T - lTx)dT] ds (4.13)
in this case, applying Nsym independent equations and solve for {x} is impossible
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because of the involvement of stochastic processes h(t) and n(t). But if we could
estimate h(t) at the sample instances, then we will be able to recover some noisy
version of {x 1}.
Note that if we denote (0 * (h * V)))(t) as p(t), then
(t) = #(s) [J h(T, t - s)4(t - s - T)dTJ ds (4.14)
if the channel impulse response is not time-varying, i.e., h(T, t) = h(T), then (4.14)
is reduced to
p(t) = J (s) [J h(T)O(t - s - T-)dT] ds (4.15)
then (4.12) becomes
y(t) = [xipp(t - lT)] + J (s)n(t - s)ds (4.16)
The ideal channel transmission case is equivalent to the special case in which
h(T) = 6(T).
The first term in (4.16) is just linear combination of the transmitted discrete
symbols {x1}, each of which is scaled by the corresponding term ,O(t - lTx); the
second term in (4.16) represents the demodulated effects of the noise picked up at the
receiver. Thus the demodulated signal is just noisy version of a linear combination of
the scaled transmitted symbols.
Cross-talk Effects on the Conversion Process Now let's consider the cross-
talk effects between two front-ends. We denote the {{'x}, {x}}, {Nsym, Niym},
{x(t), xi(t)}, {y'(t), y (t)} as the discrete data sequences, number of symbols to be
transmitted, modulated waveforms, and demodulated waveforms of front-end i and
j respectively. Assuming the impulse response of the on-chip crosstalk channel takes
the following form
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a(t) = a5(t - Ta) (4.17)
By symmetry, we also assume the impulse response of the on-chip cross-talk chan-
nel from path i to path j is the same as that of the on-chip cross-talk channel from
path j to path i.
Thus for front-end i, the transmit signal which experiences the on-chip signal
cross-talk from front-end j is given by
Xi2 j(t) = x(t) + (a * xi)(t) (4.18)
xi 3 (t) = Zjx (t - lTx) + ZaxP4(t - Ta - lTx) (4.19)
the demodulated signal is given by
yi 3 (t) = (# * (h * xz))(t) + (# * (h * (a * xl)))(t) + (# * n)(t) (4.20)
yi 3 (t) = x o(t, 1Tx) + ax, o(t - Ta, lTx) + (# * n)(t) (4.21)
where p(t, lTx) is given by (4.13).
Case 1 (a and Ta known): Assuming h(t) can be estimated at the sampling in-
stances, as long as we can obtained N.ym and N,3ym independent equations for front-
ends i and j respectively by sampling at various instances, we can recover a noisy
version of {X} and {I'}.
Case 2 (a and Ta unknown): Since the coefficients {ap(t - ra - lTx)} associated
with the cross-talk transmit symbols {X } are not known, there is no way to solve for
{X} and {x(j from (4.21) algorithmically.
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Nyquist Criterion and Intersymbol Interference
Ideal Nyquist Property and Intersymbol Interference From our previous
analysis, it is clear that our objective is to choose V)(t) and 0(t) so that we can
recover {x 1} from the sampling of y(t). It is evident from (4.8) that y(lTx) = x, for
ideal channel transmission if y'(t) has the property that
o(0) = 1 and p(lT) = 0 (4.22)
which we call the ideal Nyquist property [22, 16]. Note that, with this property,
{xi} can be recovered in a timely manner, i.e., each transmitted symbol x, can be
recovered at each sampling instance t = lT. In the case of fading and AWGN chan-
nel transmission, such property enables us to recover a noisy version of x, if we can
estimate the sampling instances of h(t).
Consider the received samples {y(Tx),y(2Tx), ... }. We say Intersymbol Interfer-
ence (ISI) occurs when y(lT) is some non-trivial linear combination of different input
signals, {x1,}, for some 1' # 1. When this occur, we will not be able recover {xi} in a
timely manner.
However, ISI can be avoided if W(t) satisfies the ideal Nyquist property for ideal
channel transmission in (4.35). Furthermore, ISI can be avoided if
(I'T,, 1Tx) = hi,(Tx ) if 1' =1 (4.23)
0 if 1' 1 J
where k, 1 c Z and
hi,(Tx) = J (l'Tx - s) [h(-, s)V'(s - T - l'Tx)dTl ds (4.24)
for fading and AWGN channel transmission in 4.10.
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Nyquist Criterion and Nyquist Roll-off We call waveforms with the ideal
Nyquist property ideal Nyquist with interval T2, where T2 is the signaling/sampling
interval. The inverse transform, p(t), of (f) is ideal Nyquist with interval T, if and
only if 0(f) satisfies the Nyquist criterion for T2, defined as [44, 22, 16]
l.i.m. Y '(f + Tr )rect(f T,) = Trect(f TX) (4.25)
Let's define the Nyquist band associated with the waveform o(t) with signal interval
Tx to be Wx = 1. Further, let's define the actual baseband of s(f) as the smallest
number Bx s.t. 0(f) = 0 for If > Bx. From the Nyquist criterion, we can see that
Bx > Wx is necessary to avoid ISI. It is also desirable to have Bx exceeds Wx by
a relative small amount to avoid inter-channel interference in parallel transmission.
Thus, we focus on the case where Wx < Bx < 2Wx to determine the requirements
on o(t). With the assumption that Bx < 2W2, the Nyquist criterion in the positive
frequency interval 0 < f < W2 becomes
(f) + (f - 2Wx) = Tx for 0 < f < Wx (4.26)
which is commonly regarded as the Nyquist roll-off property. It is desirable to
select p(t) to be smooth but also to have a small bandwidth. Thus, the choice of
3(f) involves a tradeoff between making ( (f) smooth, so as to avoid a slow decay in
p(t), and reducing the excess of Bx over the Nyquist bandwidth Wx [16].
Recap on Degree of Freedom Thus, given a sequence of symbols {xi} which
we could like to transmit, we can construct a continuous baseband-limited waveform
from them by applying (4.6). Assuming the pulse waveform, o(t), satisfies the Nyquist
criterion, we can recover this sequence of symbols by sampling the received signal,
y(t), at t = 1T2, where 1 E Z.
In practice, we cannot transmit a continuous waveform for an infinite time horizon
and thus there are only limited number of sampling time lTx. More specifically, the
class of functions that are approximately baseband-limited to WO and approximately
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time-limited to [--T, -] have about 2TOWO real degrees of freedom if TOWO >> 1.
Cross-talk Effects and Intersymbol Interference Note that for front-end i
the samples of the demodulated signal which experiences the on-chip signal cross-talk
from front-end j is given by
y1 3 (l'Tx) = Ex o((l' - l)Tx) + Zaxjo((l' - l)Tx - Ta) + ($ * n)(l'Tx14.27)
yi 3 (l'TX) = x-p(l'T.,lTx)+ axp((l'Tx - Ta, lTx) + ( * n)(l'Tx) (4.28)
for ideal-AWGN channel transmission and fading-AWGN channel transmission
respectively. Assuming the ideal Nyquist property is satisfied, then (4.27) and (4.28)
become
y-(l'TX) = x, + ax o((l' - l)Tx - Ta) + ( * n)(l'Tx) (4.29)
y 3 (l'Tx) = hji(T)x,-+ axp((l'Tx -Ta, lTx) +(* n)(l'Tx) (4.30)
where the second term on the right hand side of (4.29) and that of (4.30) are
due to the ISI. Furthermore, if the delay, Ta, happen to be a multiple of of the
signaling/sampling interval, Tx. The ISI terms are reduced to
axip((l' - 1)Tx - dTx) = axi,_ (4.31)
axi (P(l'T - dT, lT) = (a hl'd-(T)) x1,_d (4.32)
Thus, as shown in (4.29) and (4.30), on-chip cross-talk causes inter-symbol inter-
ference between two front-ends. From (4.31) and (4.32), we see that if the delay of the
on-chip cross-talk channel is a multiple of the signaling/sampling interval, say dTx,
then the recovered symbol at time instance l'T contains an interfering term which is
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a scaled version of the symbol transmitted at time instance (1' - d)Tx.
Baseband <-> Passband
Subchannel Modulation and Demodulation So far we have discussed the data
transmission in the baseband. In parallel transmission, we are transmitting data in
parallel subchannels within the available passband. Thus, (4.6) should be modified
as
Xk (t) Xk,l l/k(t - lTx) (4.33)
1Ez
where {Xk,l} represents the lth symbol of the discrete sequence to be transmitted
in the kth subchannel, e.g., 1 is the discrete time index and k is the subchannel index
(See Figure ??). The OFDM transmitting waveform is given by
K-1
x(t) = E ExXk,V)k(t - lTx) (4.34)
k=O 1
Assume that the channel transmission is ideal so that the modulator output x(t)
is recreated perfectly at the input to the demodulator. To recover the data sequence
transmitted through subchannel k', x(t) is then fed into a demodulating filter #, (t).
The filtered output is given by
K-1
yk'(t) = X(T)/k'(t - T)dT = ( xk,iPk,k&'(t - lTX) (4.35)
1 k=0
where
(Pk',k(t) = /)k'(t) * k(t) = Ok'(T) kk(t - T) d- (4.36)
For fading-AWGN channel transmission, we have
K-1
yk'(t) = (x * h)(s)/k' (t - s)ds + (n * Ok')(t) = E E Xk,Ip0k,k(t, lTx) + (n* kk') (t)
I k=O
(4.37)
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where
,k,k(t, lTX) = J Ok (t - s) [J h(T, S)Ik'(S - T - lTx)dTl ds (4.38)
Interchannel Interference and Orthogonal Property In OFDM, we are ex-
ploring the diversity in frequency domain and transmit data sequences through dif-
ferent subchannel separately. For subchannel k', we could like to recover the symbol
sequences Xkf,l only. If the recovered samples {Yk'(Ts), Yk' (2T8),... }, where T, is the
sampling interval, are some non-trivial linear combination of input data sequences
{Xk1,1} and {Xk,l}, where k # k', then we say that Interchannel Interference occurs at
subchannel k'.
Our objective is to choose modulating functions {k' (t) } and demodulating func-
tions {bk' (t)} to eliminate the interfering components ({xk,1}), where k # k' appearing
in the recovered sampled sequence of a subchannel, k'.
For ideal channel transmission, this can be achieve if pulse waveforms {4k(t)} and
{#k(t)} have the following property
- (k' * 4'k)(l'Tx)
- JkI(T/)@k(l'T - T) d-r
(/k' * ?)k')(l Tx) if
0 if
k =k'
k k
(4.39)
(4.40)
(4.41)}
Once this orthogonal property is satisfied, sampled
demodulator of subchannel k' is just
Yk (l Tx) = Xk,0kI(W, - l)TX)
the filtered output of the
(4.42)
where
Alk'(t) = (4'k' * Olk') (t)
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(4.43)
(Pk',k (11TX)
Furthermore, ISI can be avoided simultaneously if k (t) also has the property
that cpk/(0) = 1 and A k(1T,) = 0 according to our previous discussion on Nyquist
criterion. Note that ISI occurs between symbols, the index of which is 1 and ICI
occurs between subchannels, the index of which is k.
For fading and AWGN channel transmission, the orthogonal property is
(Ok' * ( 4 k * h))(l'Tx) (4.44)
=J Tk'(lT - s) [J h(T, S)Ok(S - T - lTx)dT ds (4.45)
* (Ok' * h))(l'Tx) if k = k' (4.46)
0 otherwise
Once this orthogonal property is satisfied, sampled the filtered output of the
demodulator of subchannel k' is just
Yk' (l'Tx) = ( xkIk' ((l'T, lTx) (4.47)
where
Pk' (t, lTx) = J k' (t - s) [J h(w, S) k' (s - T - lTx)dT] ds (4.48)
Furthermore, ISI can be avoided simultaneously if Pk'(t, lTx) satisfies the property
that
(k'(lTx, lTx) ={ hk',l(Tx)
if 1' - 1
if I' # 1} (4.49)
according to our previous discussion on Nyquist criterion.
Cross-talk Effects and Interchannel Interference Note that for front-end i
the samples of the demodulated signal which experiences the on-chip signal cross-talk
from front-end j become
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(Pk',k 1Tx, 1x)
K-1 K-1 K-1
yt?'X(l'T ) = Z xkIk(l-l)Tx)+Z z axk 0kI,k(( l)Tx -Ta)+ E (Okl*n)(l'TX)
1 k=O 1 k=O k=O (4.50)
for ideal-AWGN channel transmission and
K-i
Yk ' (l'Tx) = x (Pkk(
1 k=O
K-i
l'T, 1TX) + axiIpk,k(lTx
1 k=O
- Ta, 1Tx) + (Ok' * n)(l'T )
(4.51)
for fading-AWGN channel transmission respectively.
Assuming the orthogonal property is satisfied, then (4.50) and (4.51) become
K-1
ykP 3 (l'Tx) - Xk,l(l - 1) Tx) +5 ax ,,lSPk,k((l' -l)Tx - Ta) + (Ok' * n)(l'Tx)
1 k=O
(4.52)
K-1
lTx) ± E E axk ,I1 pk',k(
1 kz=O
1'Tx - Ta, lTx) + (Ok' * n)(l'Tx)
(4.53)
where the second term on the right hand side of (4.52) and that of (4.53) are
linear combinations of the scaled symbols {xi1 where k # k'. They are due to ICI
for subchannel k'.
Strong Orthogonal Property and Co-channel Interference
the constraint that
k' * k'
0
If we impose
if k k'
if k k'
(4.54)
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1
y+-'(', = ( x (,1,y lT,,
Pk',k (t
({kf* (Pbk' * h))(t)
0
if k =k'
if k k'
which we call the strong orthogonal property, then (4.52) and (4.53) become
yk (l'T ) = 5 x4,1Ok1 ((l'-l)Tx)+ axI,, pk'((l' -l)Tx -Ta) +(Ok, *n)(l'Tx) (4.56)
y~7~iI~) xklP(T, lT)--ak,l(Pk'(l'Tx-Ta, lTx) +(1k' *n)(l'Tx) (4.57)
We regard the ICI induced by on-chip cross-talk in (4.52) and (4.53) being con-
sisted of two components.
K-1
ax 3p,,~( - )Tx - Ta)
1 k=O
(4.58)
= I ( ax,,0k((l' 
- l)Tx - Ta) + ±5
kok'
ax3,l pk',k((l - l)Tx - Ta 4.59)
K-1
1 k=O
= (z [axiklS(k'((l'Tx - Ta, lTx) + 5 ax,I pk',k(lT
k#k'
- Ta, lTx) 4.61)
where the first terms within the parenthesis correspond to the cross-talk-induced
co-channel interference and the second terms within the parenthesis correspond to
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and
(4.55)
I3 1 (l'Tx ) (4.60)
Ok', k (,lx ) =
1 1
"+3.I ("'T
,k (1'Tx - Ta, lTx)
the cross-talk-induced inter-channel interference.
We see that on-chip cross-talk introduces co-channel and interchannel interfer-
ences among different front-ends even when the orthogonal properties in (4.41) and
(4.46) are satisfied. Through our analysis, we found that when the strong orthogonal
properties in (4.54) (4.55) are satisfied the cross-talk-induced inter-channel interfer-
ence are eliminated, but the co-channel interference still remains as (4.59) and (4.61)
indicate.
4.2 Implementation of OFDM and Its Cross-talk
Effects
To distinguish the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the performance an IDFT/DFT-
implemented OFDM system from other non-ideal effects, we take a divide-and-conquer
approach in our analysis in this section. First, assuming the overall-channel is ideal,
we will present the mathematical framework for the modulation/demodulation of an
IDFT/DFT-implemented OFDM system. Second, still assuming the spatial chan-
nel is ideal, we will analyze the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the operation of the
OFDM system. Third, we will analyze the performance of the OFDM system when
spatial channel is linear-time-invariant (LTI) and that when the spatial channel in
linear-time-variant (LTV). Then, we will study the on-chip cross-talk effects upon the
performance of the OFDM system for both LTV and LTI spatial channels; and at
last, we will discuss the cross-talk effects on MIMO systems. We will show that when
the strong orthogonal property defined in the previous section is satisfied, interchan-
nel interference induced by on-chip cross-talk can be eliminated; however, co-channel
interference induced by on-chip cross-talk cannot be eliminated.
By taking such an approach, we will be able to pin-point the performance degrada-
tion due to on-chip cross-talk in different scenarios with different channel characteris-
tics; we will also be able to compare the differences of on-chip cross-talk effects upon
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the performance of an IDFT/DFT-implemented OFDM system in different scenarios
and relate on-chip cross-talk effects with spatial channel characteristics.
4.2.1 IDFT/DFT Implemented OFDM System
In the previous discussion, we see that OFDM techniques offer great resilience against
dispersion in wireless channels. However, the implementation of parallel systems
require a high complexity of the equipment and there is the potential that severe
mutual interference among subcahnnels could occur when the transmission medium
distorts the signals. Fortunately, the equipment complexity (filters, modulators, etc.)
can be greatly reduced by eliminating any pulse shaping, and by using the discrete
Fourier transform.
It can be shown mathematically that an OFDM signal is effectively the IDFT of
the original data stream, and that the recovered data stream is effectively the DFT
of the sampled sequence of the received OFDM signal [38]. Furthermore, compu-
tationally efficient pair of inverse fast Fourier transform and fast Fourier transform
(IFFT/FFT) can be used for the implementation of OFDM modulators/demodulators
to reduce the hardware complexity substantially [39].
IDFT and OFDM Modulation
Consider the IDFT/DFT-implemented OFDM system shown in Figure 2-5. The
original data stream, {[O], [1, .. .}, is partitioned in to frames, each of which has a
length equal to the number of subchannels of the OFDM system. Each data symbol
has a signal duration of T, seconds. A serial to parallel converter split this partitioned
data stream into K parallel data sequences, {d,[1 -K + k]}, where 1 is the frame index
and k is the subchannel index and k E {0, 1,. .. , K - 1}. For subchannel k, its
corresponding data stream is [0 o K + k], [1 -K + k], . . . , [ -K+ k], . . .. The parallel
data sequences are fed into an IDFT modulator. The outputs of this IDFT modulator
are K parallel modulated waveforms, each of which is associated with a subcarrier
fk. The modulated waveform of subchannel k is given by
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Xk(t) Z= E 4 [l]eJ(t-(l)KTx) where k [l = ,i[l -K + k]
A multiplexer then multiplexes the K modulated waveforms together. The output
of the multiplexer is simply the sum of all K modulated waveforms.
K-1
X (t) = X x(t) (4.63)
k=0
Note that multiplexed representation of the modulated waveform associated with
frame 1 is given by
K-1
xi(t) k[l]e jW(t-lKTx) = (t)ewo(t-lKTx) (4.64)
k=O
where
K-1 K-1
x(t) = Z [2j[l]ej2,rkAf(t-lKTx) S kle 2 k (t--KTx) (4.65)
k=O k=O
and
Wk 2fk and fk=fo+kAf, k, 1,..., K - 1 (4.66)
The transmitted waveform is then passed through the wireless channel and the
waveform collected at the receiver is given by
y(t) = (h * x)(t) J h(T, t)x(t - T)dr (4.67)
DFT and OFDM Demodulation
To simply demonstrate how the IDFT/DFT scheme works, we assume the channel
is ideal, e.g., h(T, t) = 6(T). Hence, y(t) = x(t). At the receiver, the demultiplexer
samples the received waveform y(t) at time instance tm, = (1 - K + m)Tx, where
m C {0, 1,.. . , K - 1}, and then splits the sampled sequence into K parallel data
streams through a serial to parallel converter. At a particular frame period, 1, the
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(4.62)
representation of data stream m is given by
xi (tM, 1 )
K-1
= Z x[l]eeWk(K)T )
k
K-1
k
= K [Jk[l1e]22r 1 jwo(mTx)
k
(4.68)
(4.69)
(4.70)
Then, these K parallel data streams are fed into an DFT demodulator which
attempts recovering the original data sequences with the following demodulation.
&1[l]
1K-1 jk mx
= K x ((. K + m)T) C-wk'(iTx)
K-1 K-1 
,l ,e27k-V )
K = kK
(4.71)
(4.72)
where { VI[l]} corresponds to the recovered data sequence of subchannel k'.
Applying the identity property such that
I-1K j27 k-k m
meKO
M=0
1
0
for k - k' = cK
for k - k' # cK } for some c E Z
to (4.72), we have
k' [1] = -- k [1] (4.74)
since, k,k' E {0,1,..., K- 1}.
Finally, the parallel recovered data sequences enter a parallel to serial converter,
which converts them back to serial data stream.
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1
KH (4.73)
4.2.2 Crosstalk Effects In IDFT/DFT Implemented OFDM
System through Ideal Spatial Channel
We assume the impulse response of the cross-talk channel takes the form of a(t)
a6(t - Ta). Thus, at front-end i, the transmit signal, which experiences the cross-talk
interference from front-end j is given by (4.18). Thus the demultiplexed signals in
(4.68), (4.68) and (4.68) become
Xi'j (tm,i) X (tm,i) + axi (tm,i - Ta)
-
I[[lewk(mTx) + a:[l e"'k(MTx-T)
(4.75)
(4.76)
where tm,j = (1 - K + m)Tx.
The demodulated signal in (4.71) and (4.72) become
K-1
M=0
[x (tm,i) + axi (t., - Ta)1 ejWk (Tx) (4.77)
K-1 4+)}
k=0 
K(.8
Now apply the identity property in (4.73), we obtain
YQ [l] =~ s[1] + iE[l]e,-j 2 fk/'" (4.79)
Thus, we see that the recovered symbol at front-end i at time tk',l is interfered by a
scaled version of the corresponding symbol from front-end j. This result is consistent
with our previous analysis on orthogonal properties, i.e., if the strong orthogonal
property were satisfied, only the co-channel interference induced by on-chip signal
cross-talk remains and the interchannel interference induced by on-chip signal cross-
talk is eliminated.
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4.2.3 Transmission of IDFT/DFT OFDM System through
Ideal Wireless Channel
Wireless Channel with LTV Characteristics
In the previous analysis, we have assumed that the transmission medium is ideal,
i.e., hij(t) =1 for all i, j and t.
characteristics. Thus, we have
Now, we consider the wireless channel with LTV
h(t, f) = Ei,(t) exp{-j27rfT(t)}
p=1
Lp
h(t, T) =: 13 0(t) 6(T - Tp (t))
P
(4.80)
Let OFDM waveform given in (4.64) be the input of this wireless channel. We
then obtain
K-1
xi(t) = xk[l]ejWk(t-1KTx)
K-1
1(f) S Xk[l(f k e jwk(lKTx)
k=O
Thus the output of the LTV wireless channel h(t, f) is given by
= f[(f)(f, t) e j27f tdf + nri(t)
K-1
=E -K [[j 6 (f - fk)e-jwk(lKTx) h(f
k=O
K [ K
E~ [ k [Je-wk(lKTx)
t)ej27rtdf] + rj M
At a particular frame period, 1, the representation of data stream m at the output
of the demultiplexer is then given by
Y1 (tn,1) = s []e-jwk(lKTx) h(fk, tm,I)ejwk((IK+m)Tx) + nll(tm,i)
k=O
(4-85)
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(4.81)
y1(t)
(h(fk, t)eiwkt) I
(4.82)
(4.83)
(4.84)
Y1 (t, 1 )
SK-1
k=O
[lh fk, tmi ewkmTxI +ni (t, 1) (4.86)
The k'th demodulated data sequence at the output of the DFT demodulator is
then given by
[ K-1 [27fkimTxQk,[ Y [ y1(t '1e-
K - I -k [1lhfk, tm,1)ejWk mT ) + nj (t., 1 )] --jwkinT }
(4.87)
(4.88)
K-1
k [l K =
{K-1 F /1L
Z Xk[l1 EZ3p(tm,,),Je-
k=O L p=1
ejk k/ m + k'[ll
where
(4.90)K1 KjkMT?lk[fl] = K-1n t, je1k"7k Z Illt- l ej wkMin~e
K M=0
Wireless Channel with LTI Characteristics
If we assume the wireless channel stay constant over each OFDM symbol frame 1 with
frame length KT2 seconds, then its impulse response and its Fourier transform for
frame 1 can simply be modelled as a LTI system characterized by
LP
hi(T) = Op [l]J(T - T[l1)
P
Lp
; I(f) = E#[l] exp{-j'27f-r[l]};
P
The k'th demodulated data sequence at the output of the DFT demodulator is
then reduced to
_1
Qk,l = K
K-1 K-1
M=0 k=O
4l] hi (f (4.92)SkeimkT,) + nl (tml)1 e-Wk'mTx}
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(4.89)
(4.91)
K-1
KM=0j
LP
Ck[l] E0p[lle-_w'A
(P=1 ]
Again, applying the identity property in (4.73), we obtain
Yk' [1] = k [1] hk' [l] + aik' [1] where hk[l] - hi(fk ) = / 3p[l1]e -jk'P' N
p= 1
the recovered symbol is simply the sum of a fading version of the transmitted
symbol and the DFT of a AWGN term.
4.2.4 Cross-talk Effects on Transmission of IDFT/DFT OFDM
System through Wireless Channel
Cross-talk Effects on LTV Channel
Given the impulse response of the cross-talk channel takes the form of a(t) = a6 (t-Ta),
we first consider the cross-talk effects in the LTV wireless channel. As we take the
LTV channel characteristics into account, (4.81) becomes
(4.95)x (t) = [[1]ejWk(t-lKTx) + a [11ejwk(t-Ta-lKT,)]
Then the output of the LTV wireless channel h(t, f) becomes
Y~ 3 t [(= [Jejk~K + a: [1IejWk(Ta+1KTx,))(fk
k=O
t)eCwkt)] + j(t)
(4.96)
Then the representation of data stream, m, at the output of the demultiplexer at
a particular frame period, 1, becomes
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(4.93)
(4.94)
e-k-+k/l]
y 3 (tmi ) = [(4 lleiwkm + ahi3jlewk (mTx-Ta)) h(fk, tM,1)] + n 1 (t, 1)
The k'th demodulated data sequence at the output of the DFT demodulator is
then given by
1 K-1 K-1
E El]= K ( ( (ij [l]ewkMT- + a±jk[leiUk(T- T a))K m I= k=L k k h(fk tm, 1)) + ni(trn,)1 e-jWklmTx }
(4.98)
Yki ' *[l]= I
K-1 (K-1
m=O k=O
[ (' [1] + a.iij[1]e-3iWkTa) LPz 13p=(tm'1)ejWkTp(tml)
p=1 /
(4.99)
Cross-talk Effects on LTI Channel
Assume the wireless channel stays constant for each frame 1 with frame length KT2,
(4.98) and (4.99) are then reduced to
+ ai jleiwk(iT--a)) hilf fk )) + ni(tm,1)j e-iwk'mT}
(4.100)
0 ^  _'. V =1Y' [1 K
K-1 (K-1
m=0 k=O [
Lp
(P=1
jiK7 M} + hkl4l
(4.101)
Again, applying the identity property in (4.73), we obtain
Df*-J [g] - (4si[] + azi,[l~eiw hk [l] + 'hk'[l] (4.102)
As indicated by (4.102), only the co-channel interference is induced by the on-chip
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1 K--1 []
0111[1 = K E
M=0 -
K-1
( ( i [1 jkmT.,
k=O
(4.97 )
signal crosstalk remains. That inter-channel interferences from other front-ends are
eliminated by the strong orthogonal property of the IDFT/DFT scheme is consistent
with our previous analysis.
Crosstalk Effects on MIMO Systems
Note that the on-chip signal cross-talk effects we have discussed so far concern only
those that occur at the transmitter. We have considered the multiple transmitter and
single receiver OFDM system. Now, with all the basic analysis we developed earlier,
we are prepared to investigate the MIMO OFDM system cross-talk cases shown in
Figure (2-1). Let y"j (t) denote the signal sent from i TX front-end, experienced the
on-chip cross-talk effects caused by the i' TX front-end and collected at the receiver
. Thus, we obtain the following
y (t ) = I [[l e-wk(lKTX) 4l]e-wkera+1KTx) (i(fk)eJwkt
k=O
(4.103)
K-1
y (t) = [(a []e-jW k(a+lKTx) ± jle- (i KT ) ( ,4i(fk)ejwkt)J + ni t
k=O
(4.104)
byj-'j(t-Tb) = ba: ' [+ejkr~ol~ b:k j-jCwk(-b+1KT.)) kjj ejwk t -bb
(4.105)
by j'' (t-Tb) = [(bK [l]e-wk (-b+lKTx) +a -jWk(Tb+Ta+lKTx) i f k b -Tb
k=O
(4.106)
Applying our analysis from (4.98) to (4.102), we obtain the following as the de-
modulated output due to the signals listed from (4.103) to (4.106) collected at receiver
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(4.107)
where
[± = + (aeiwk'T") h'Oi [1+ ae '(,[1] + (be- k'rb) hk}[l} (4.108)
and
h [1] - hi' [1] + (ae~-w"k'"ra) h' [l] + (bae~iWk'(rb+ra)) h4j + (beiwk''T) hi'/[l] (4.109)
and
fAi Z'T [= [l] + (ae-Wk'"T) fi'i[l] + (baeIwk'(rb+ra)) f4?[ + (be-iwk'b) fiv'/[l] (4.110)
From (4.107), we see that the strong orthogonal property of the IDFT/DFT im-
plemented OFDM system eliminate all inter-channel interference induced by on-chip
signal cross-talk. But the co-channel interference induced by on-chip signal cross-talk
still exists for each subchannel.
4.3 Cross-talk Effects and Signal Interference Anal-
ysis on IDFT/DFT OFDM System
Weistein and Paul showed that empty guard interval and time-domain raised-cosine
windowing can be adopted to combat ISI and ICI [38]. However, such method suffers
from a loss of spectral efficiency as it fails to achieve perfect orthogonality between
subcarriers. Furthermore, the implementation of such method is quite complex. In
practice, the signal waveform we are dealing with is finite instead of infinite. Thus, the
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Q0'[1]= %[11h [S , S~ A]n il]
properties discussed earlier in combating signal interference requires modification to
fit the finite horizon scenario. The most effective method is the cyclic prefix insertion
scheme suggested by Peled and Ruiz in the early 80's [45]. Such scheme eliminates
ISI and ICI at the price of a loss in SNR while maintaining orthogonality between
subcarriers over a dispersive channel.
In (4.94), it is evident that OFDM scheme explores the diversity in the frequency
domain by simultaneously transmitting data {dk[l1} through different sections, hk[l1,
of the available spectrum. It is convenient to recognize the continuous or discrete
signals with the " ^ " as waveforms or sequences in the frequency domain and those
without " ^ " as waveforms or sequences in the time domain, because we will be
switching between time and frequency domains very often in the following analysis
to gain intuition on how the IDFT/DFT implementation explores diversity.
In this section, first, we will compare the procedures of implementing IDFT/DFT
OFDM systems in theory and those in actual practice; by doing so, we will be able
pin point the differences between the idealistic model and the realistic system.
Second, we will present the discrete-time analysis. In our analysis, we will in-
troduce the cyclic prefix scheme used in the implementation of IDFT/DFT OFDM
system to eliminate ISI; we will discuss the interconnection between ISI in the time
domain and the ICI in the frequency domain as well as the relation between cyclic
prefix and ISI in the frequency domain; then, we will analyze the cross-talk effects
upon the proper operation of cyclic prefix scheme in the OFDM system; we will show
that if cyclic prefix scheme is applied correctly, e.g, the length of cyclic prefix is chosen
appropriately, we can eliminate the ISI and ICI induced by on-chip cross-talk in the
IDFT/DFT OFDM system, reducing the interferences to only cochannel interference
within each subchannel.
Third, we will present the continuous-time analysis. In our analysis, we will
introduce the continuous-time wireless-channel transmission model for an IDFT/DFT
OFDM system and provide the formulations of the modulation and demodulation; we
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will show that if the modulating and demodulating pulses satisfied certain orthogonal
property and the cyclic prefix length is chosen appropriately, the system can eliminate
ISI and ICI induced by on-chip cross-talk, reducing the interferences to only cochannel
interference within each subchannel.
4.3.1 Theory vs Practice
Note that in (4.92), the transmit signal and the channel taps are multiplied in the
frequency (DFT) domain, e.g., 4 [1] X hk E[l]. Then, their products are transformed into
time-domain through IDFT, e.g., =iOJ (fk[lfhkl](tm)e2'fftm). Note that the DFT
multiplication in the frequency domain of is equivalent to a IDFT circular convolution
in the time domain. Our analysis from (4.82) to (4.84) assumes that the waveforms
continue through the entire time horizon and we can switch between time domain
and frequency domain easily. However in practice, the waveform we are transmitting
occupies only finite time horizon and thus we need to justify our analysis accordingly.
Now let's go through our analysis in theory and its corresponding steps in practice.
In theory, for data frame 1, we are transmitting waveform x(t) and receiving yi(t)
f x(t-T)h(t, T)dT. In practice the data sequence in frame lth, (±o[l], iJ1[l3, ... , siK-1I
is first converted into its corresponding IDFT sequence (X0 [l],... , Xm [1]), where
K-1 K-1
xml ( s~~j2,Tfkat-1KTx) k E j2,,k j2wfomT,
k=O k=O
Then a D/A converter converts this discrete-time signal sequence into a finite
waveform closely approximates x,(t), the samples of which at {tm,I = (1 -K + m)Tx}
are {Xm[l]}. Since we assume coherent detection, at the receiver, the received finite
waveform y (t) is sampled at synchronized instances {tm,l}. Then the received sam-
pled sequence {ym[l]} is used to recovered the {k,I} through DFT.
Our objectives in practice are to avoid interference among different frames (corre-
sponding to ISI) and to avoid interference among different sub-channels (correspond-
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ing to ICI). In other words, we want to extract the information of x,(t) from yi(t)
which is not interfered by xji (t) for all l' f 1 and we want to be able to separate Vk l]
from Xk' [11 for all k' # k.
We will begin our analysis with a discrete-time model and its corresponding
continuous-time counterpart. Again, suppose the original data sequence we trans-
mit is {:[l1} {zo[l1,... XK-[l]}. Thus the discrete-time sequence transmitted is
{Xm[l]} = {xo[l],..., xK-1[1]}. After the transmission through a wireless channel h,
the received waveform at the receiver is given by
yi[m] = (h, * xi) [m] + ni[m] ; yj(t) = (hi * xi) (t) + ni(t) (4.112)
If we assume that the channel has LP taps, i.e., hi[m, p] = 0 for p [0, L, - 1].
Then the received waveform is given by
Lp-1
Y1 [m] = E hi [m, p] x, [m - p] + ni [m] ;j y(t ) =hi ft,r T)x(t - T )dT (4.113)
P
Furthermore, if we assume that the LP-th tap of the channel is unchanging with m,
then the wireless channel can be regarded as a linear time invariant and the received
waveform is given by
Lp-1
yi [m] = E hi [p]xi [m - p] +ni[Tn] ;j y(t ) = hi(T )xl(t - T)d7- (4.114)
P
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4.3.2 Discrete Time Analysis - Cyclic Prefix, Interference
and Cross-talk
Cyclic Prefix and Interchannel Interference
Note that if x, [m] has a length of K and hi [p] has a length of L < K, then their
convolution y, [m] should have a length of K + Lp + 1. The information we are inter-
ested in extracting from {y, [m] } are those corresponding to {x [m] }. However, each
y1[m] involves a superposition of {x[m]} and it doesn't match the faded IDFT ver-
sion { [k] }. Performing DFT demodulation on {y' [m] } yields a sequence with length
K + Lp + 1. Each element of this sequence is nontrivial linear combination of {J [k] }
scaled by the fading coefficients. Hence, inter-channel interference occurs.
From Circular Convolution to Cyclic Prefix Note that a circular convolution
operation of two equal length IDFT sequences in the time domain is equivalent to
a multiplication operation of the DFT counterparts of these two sequences in the
frequency domain [46].
By exploiting this property, we try to construct the circular convolution between
{x [mI]} and {hi [p]} in the time domain. Following the scheme developed by Peled and
Ruiz [45], we add cyclic prefix to the transmit sequence {xi[m]} with the following
procedures
(c1[1],...,c[Lp-1]) = (xl([K-L+ ..1],. , x[K - 1]) (4.115)
(c[Lp],...,c1[K+L -1]) = (xi[0], ... I, x[K - 1]) (4.116)
in which we construct a sequence {cl [m] } that has length K + Lp - 1. The first
LP - 1 terms of {c1[m]} are the cyclic prefix elements and the last K terms are just
the sequential elements of {x[m]}
Transmitting {ci[m]} through the paths {hi[m]}, we collect {dj[m]} with length
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Figure 4-5: Figure: IDFT/DFT OFDM System with Cyclic Prefix
K + 2LP - 2 at the receiver.
LP-1
di[m] = E ci[m - p]hi[m, p] + ni[m], for LTV channel (4.117)
p=o
Lp-1
di[m] = E cl[m - p]hi[p] + ni[m], for LTI channel (4.118)
p=o
where m E {1,..., K + 2LP - 2}. Note that by introducing the cyclic prefix, the
output over time interval m E [Lp, K + Lp - 1] is exactly what we will get by per-
forming a circular convolution between K-length sequences {Xm[l]} and ({hj[pJ}) =
(hl[0], . .I. hi[Lp_1], 0,. ... , 0).
ISI in Time Domain and ICI in Frequency Domain On the other hand, all
the intersymbol interference terms are extended to the first LP - 1 terms of {d1 [m]}.
Those intersymbol interference terms in the IDFT time domain are equivalent to the
interchannel interference terms of {di [k] } in the DFT frequency domain.
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Lp -1
yi[m - L] = di[m] =E ci[m -p]hi[p] +-ni[m] m e {Lp, ... , K + L - 1} (4.119)
p=O
L,-1
yi[m'] = Z xi[(m' - p) mod K]h[p] + ni[m' + Lp] m' C {0,.. . , K - 1} (4.120)
p=O
Notation and Summary Now we can rewrite (4.120) in the circular convolution
form.
yi[m] = xi[m]1hi[m]+ni[m+Lp] mE {0, ... ,K-1} (4.121)
Qjk] = si[k]hi[k]+hi[k] (4.122)
where a[n] b[n] denotes the circular convolution between a[n] and b[n] [47]. Fur-
thermore,
1 K-1 = K-I
hi [p] = K h k[k]2 I hi[k] = S hi [pKe2hi (4.123)
k=O p=O
and
1 K-- K-
ni[m + Lp] = K E hi[k]ei2k ; il [k] = 5 ni [m + Lp] e K2 (4.124)
k=O m=0
From (4.122), we see that with the cyclic prefix insertion scheme, we can eliminate
the interchannel interference in the recovered DFT signal sequence by dropping the
first LP - 1 intersymbol interference terms and performing DFT demodulation on the
next K terms of the received IDFT signal sequence. The recovered data i1[k] only
consists of data transmitted through subchannel k and not any other data transmitted
through subchannels k' A k.
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Figure 4-6: Figure: ICI and ISI
Cyclic Prefix and Intersymbol Interference in DFT domain
In the previous analysis, we have pointed out that the ISI in the IDFT domain is
equivalent to ICI in the DFT domain. Now let's consider the ISI in the DFT domain.
We say that ISI in the DFT domain occurs when the recovered signal Xk[l] is a non-
trivial linear combination of 4[l'] for some 1' -# 1.
As shown in Figure 4-6, in the K+2Lp -2 elements of {di[m]}, the first LP -1 and
the last LP -1 elements contribute to ICI in the DFT domain. Thus, the next received
data sequence, {d1±1 [m]}, has its first Lp - 1 elements overlapping with the last Lp - 1
elements of {d[m]}. According to our definition, these overlapping sections are ISI in
the DFT domain since they consists of nontrivial linear combination of transmitted
signal elements from two adjacent frames 1 and 1 + 1 . Fortunately, for each frame,
the received sampled data sequence that could be used to recover the transmitted
signal nests within a interval without any contamination due to signal interference.
Figure 4-6 illustrates such alignments.
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Cross-talk Effects on Cyclic Prefix Scheme for OFDM
So far, we have discussed how the cyclic prefix scheme combats signal interference
in IDFT/DFT OFDM system. We will investigate the cross-talk effects upon the
operation of cyclic prefix scheme.
As we discussed at the Chapter 1, the overall wireless channel can be obtained
by cascading the on-chip crosstalk channel at the transmitter, the spatial channel,
and the on-chip crosstalk channel at the receiver. The cascading effects of the on-
chip cross-talk channels make the overall channel impulse response more "spread-out"
[44]. In other words, suppose CSI of the original spatial channel between transmitter
i and receiver j is {hi, [m] }, which has a finite number, say Lp, of non-zero taps. The
cascading effects of the on-chip cross-talk channel increase the number of non-zero
taps of the impulse response of the original channel.
Suppose the resulting overall channel has a length of LA. To maintain the prop-
erty cyclic prefix introduces, we need to extend the length of the cyclic prefix to
L- 1. Note that such modification prevents the ISI occurring among frames and
ICI occurring among subchannels according to our previous analysis.
Suppose the cyclic prefix lengths for overall-channels hV and hj's are different,
where hj's represents the overall-channel impulse response between transmitter j and
receiver i. Thus, due to the different sizes of their data frames, the corresponding
received data sequences at receiver i, {d2'2[m]} and {d"d[m]}, are misaligned by a time
interval equal to the difference between the lengths of their data frames. Note that the
proper operation of a cyclic prefix scheme for receiver i requires the coherent sampling
for a certain time interval (right after the cyclic prefix). As illustrated in Figure 4-7,
a segment of the ICI-block and a segment of the data-block of {did'[m]} overlap with
the data-block of {dz[m] }. The demodulated sequence of {d"2 [m] } is simply a faded,
noisy ICI version of {id [k] }. It contaminates the recovered data sequence { _[k] }.
Suppose the cyclic prefix for channel h',' and channel h"s are the same. In this
case, the misalignment issue doesn't exist anymore. The data-block of {di,} are
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Figure 4-7: Figure: On-chip Cross-talk Induced Misaligned Interferences
sampled at the right time and demodulated properly to recover {0 [k] }. Thus, within
each subchannel, only cochannel interference occur between transmit data sequences
i and j, i.e.,
y1i[ x'[= m] h"' [m]+ z[m] h"' [m]+ ni[m+ Lp] m E {,...,K 1}
= [k]h"'[k] + 2[k]hj'2 [k] + hi [k]
(4.125)
(4.126)
4.3.3 Continuous-Time Analysis - Cyclic Prefix, Interfer-
ence, Cross-talk
In this subsection, we will develop the corresponding continuous time model that
unify our analysis on IDFT/DFT OFDM sytem.
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Data (K)I
Continuous Time Model
Modelling Assumptions We assume the followings in our model
1. Cyclic prefix scheme is adopted;
2. The impulse response of the channel is shorter than the cyclic prefix;
3. Transmitter and receiver are perfectly synchronized;
4. Channel noise is additive, white and complex Gaussian;
5. The fading is slow enough for the channel to be considered constant during one
OFDM symbol interval, i.e., the channel impulse response is approximately constant
within each frame of the transmit data sequence.
CT Modulation Consider an OFDM system with K subcarriers, a bandwidth of
W Hz and a symbol length of T, seconds, of which Tc seconds is the length of the
cyclic prefix. In the IDFT/DFT implementation, the transmitter uses the following
waveforms
1 ej2,rk (t-Tcp) if t E [0, T]
Vk (t) __ " Ts-CP f tE [) 41 7
0 otherwise
where Ts = + T. Note that for each k, Vek(t) = 4k(t + K) when t is within
the cyclic prefix [0, Tc]. /k (t) can be regarded as a rectangular pulse modulated on
the carrier frequency k. As we discussed earlier, OFDM distributes data through
K subcarriers. The waveforms {'k(t)} are used in the modulation. Thus, the trans-
mitted base-band signal for OFDM symbol number 1 is
K-1
xi(t) = E Xk[l]4'k(t - lTS) (4.128)
k=O
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where -4[l], 1, [11, . . , K-1 [ are complex numbers from a set of signal constella-
tion points. When an infinite sequence of OFDM symbols is transmitted, the output
from the transmitter is a juxtaposition of the individual OFDM symbols, i.e.,
00
1=-00
oo K-i
Z Ek [lk k(t -lTs )
1=-oo k=O
(4.129)
CT Transmission Through Channel We assume that the support of the (pos-
sibly time-variant) impulse response h(T; t) of the physical channel is restricted to
the interval T E [0, Tcp], i.e., it cannot exceeds the length of the cyclic prefix. The
received signal becomes
y(t) = (h * x)(t) + n(t) = h(T; t)x(t - T)dTr + n(t)
where n(t) is additive, white, and complex Gaussian channel noise
CT Demodulation The OFDM receiver consists of a filter bank, matched to the
last part [Tcp, T,] of the transmitter waveforms 4'k(t), i.e.,
if tC[0,Ts-T 0 1,
otherwise
(4.131)
Effectively, this means that the cyclic prefix is removed in the receiver. Since the
cyclic prefix contains all ISI and ICI terms, the sampled output from the receiver
filter bank contains no interference terms. Hence we can ignore the time index 1 when
calculating the sampled output at the kth matched filter. By using (4.129), (4.130)
and (4.131), we obtain
Yk = (y * 4k (t))t=T, = J y(t)Ok(Ts - t) dt (4.132)
QT ( TCPh(T;t)
T#k - , O
K-1 TS
E '_1 k' xk(t - T) dT )* (t)dt+ n(T.-t)*(t)dt (4.133)
k'=I Tp
132
(4.130)
0
According to our assumption, we consider the channel to be fixed over the OFDM
interval and denote it by h(T), which gives
h(T)Obk'(t 
-
T,
n(T. - t>)*(t)dt
Tc
The integration intervals are Tc < t < T, and 0 < r < Tc which implies that
0 < t - T < T, and the inner integral can be written as
0
h(T) b (t - Tr)dr =
jTcp ej27rk'(t-Tcp )
h(T) dT
V T - TcP
(4.135)
Tcp hw2rk'Tr!d
h(T je-j2 K dT Tc, < t < Tx
The latter part of this expression is the sampled frequency response of the channel
at frequency f = kw, i.e., at the k'th subcarrier frequency:
hk' =h(k' ) (4.137)h(T)eJ2,rk'r dT
where h(f) is the Fourier transform of h(T). Using this notation the output from
the receiver filter bank can be simplified to
Ts ej2,Tk'(t-Tcp) W
JT' C P - hkI b*(t ) dt +
Tcy } T CP
1 n(T
TCP
- t))*/(t)dt
K-1 T
Yk = E :k hk' IOk'(t/)k*(t)dt + fik
k'=0 JTP
where
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K-1
pk = k
k'=O
fT( TCP
Tcp 0
(4.134)
0
(j2,dk'(t-Tcp) W
h(T ) bk(t - T )dT = e
T -T
(4.136)
K-1
Yk = E --41
k'=0
(4.138)
(4.139)
T jdT 0* (t) dt +
TS
h k JTn(Ts - t>/4*(t)dt (4.140)
Since the transmitter filers kk(t) are orthogonal,
TS Ts ej2,rk'(t-Tcp)! C-j27k(t-T,)W
?Pk' (t)? b(t) dt = CcKKit 65[k - k1 (4.141)
Tcp T-T T-T
we can then simplified (4.139) and obtain
&k - hki + hk (4.142)
where nk is additive white Gaussian noise.
(4.137)-(4.142) show that we are able to recover a noisy version of the faded
transmit symbol if we the filters constructed satisfied the orthogonal property defined
in (4.141).
Cross-talk Effects, Cyclic Prefix and Interference
As the on-chip cross-talk channels are added onto the spatial channel, the restricted
interval of the impulse response of a physical channel is expected to be enlarged.
Let's consider the 2 x 2 MIMO case, in which there are two transmit front-ends
labelled by i and j and two received front end labelled by i and j. Suppose the
restricted interval of impulse response ha'i(T, t) is expanded from [0, Tl] to [0, T ]
and that of impulse response hj'i(T, t) is expanded from [0, Tg] to [0, Ti].
Suppose T and T". are thus chosen to be cyclic prefix lengths for transmission
over the corresponding channel and T' # T . The overall signal collected at front-
end i becomes
yAi(t) = (h'2 * x')(t) + (hj,' * xi)(t) + nAi(t) (4.143)
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T 3' ,
"O " h4' (T, t) x4 (t - T )d7- + n Ai (tJ4144h2''(T, t)xi(t - T)dT +
TK-1 ) dT7j
k k'ti(t - T) dT+ "'
.k'=O . 0
- T)1 dT+nA(
(4.145)
Then the demodulation processes for the first and last term on the right hand side
of (4.145) follows our previous analysis from (4.133) to (4.142). We are interested in
the second term which represents the cross-talk from front-end j to front-end i.
Its demodulated signal is given by
i's K -1
CP hji (T, t) ' 3,,(tkL - ) dT) *(t)dt
where T = + T
Note that
ej27rk'(t-Tij)T -eTb
cpT
TcpI < t < T0 hrp j-2,rk'- r!Lhi T d
(4.147)
Again, the later part of this expression is the sampled frequency response of the
channel at frequency f = k, i.e., at the k'th subcarrier frequency:
wh3 - hi3(kr-)k1 K J cphj, (T)e-j2k'T dT
where hj' (f) is the Fourier transform of hj' (r).
from the receiver filter bank can be simplified to
(4.148)
Using this notation the output
(4.149)
Note that
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(4.146)
cp
0
hi,'(T ) b(t - T)dT =
K-1 T'
k'=0 cp'
Ti'i,
= 
o T" C
T i'
"K-1
h,'i(TI t) -(j ki$,t
.k'=O
T '
1Q'1' =
cp1
T'T j2,rk' (t-T 3 ) ~ -j2,rk(t-T -V'(t( it)d = d2Wt-7p K ' T
J dt
T -T T-
Ic fork' k
I for k' k
I T j 2,krk' (T -Tp
C TT; - (
ej2,r -(k-k)T j2,r (k--k)
S \ (T ;' - T T;) - Ti) j2r(k' - k) )
we can then simplified (4.139) and obtain
0i
K-i fT;
- hfji + E 4z'J 1T2<(4(t)(V/4(t))*dt + h
k'=O ep'
I hii + EK _ I ij,i' + n A for k' = k
k+ -j ,iI + for k' # k
(4.150)
(4.151)
(4.152)
(4.153)
(4.154)
(4.155)
(4.156)
where ik is additive white Gaussian noise.
Uniform Cyclic Prefix Length From (4.155), we see that the interfering signal,
y3, contains both ISI and ICI terms due to the mismatching of modulating pulse and
demodulating pulse. Now let's suppose T' and Tz s.t., T , = Th' = T,,, are chosen
to be cyclic prefix lengths for transmission over the corresponding channel. Then the
modulating and demodulating pulses match for transmit waveform of either front-end
i or front-end j. Thus the ISI and ICI terms of ykj will all be eliminated and (4.155)
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where
becomes
h'E + h ± i + hfi (4.157)Yk hk k hk k k
We reduce the interfering terms to only the cochannel interference within each
subchannel.
4.3.4 Simulation Results
We implemented a 2 TX front-ends and 2 RX front-ends OFDM system with matlab.
A fixed level of cross-talk between the two front-ends is modelled in the simulation.
The simulation results of the changes of the interfering effects upon the system per-
formance due to the varying cyclic prefix lengths are presented in Figure 4-8. The
source code is provided in the Appendix-A.
Each data point shown on the graph corresponds to the pair-wise error probabil-
ity of the OFDM system at a particular SNR level. We chose the length of the CSI,
{hj[p]}, to be 11 in our simulation and varied the cyclic prefix length from 1 to 10.
Each curve on Figure 4-8 corresponds to the performance of the OFDM system with
a certain cyclic prefix length.
Clearly, as the cyclic prefix length gets closer and closer to the length of the
channel, the effects of the misaligned interferences induced by the on-chip signal
cross-talk shown in Figure 4-7 become smaller and smaller. In other words, the
system performance improves as the symbol-frames of the decoded signal sequences
of the two front-ends line up and more and more ICI, ISI get eliminated.
4.4 Remarks on On-chip Cross-talk and OFDM
In our analysis, we distinguish the different natures of different interferences in-
duced by the on-chip cross-talk in a multiple front-ends OFDM WiGLAN system.
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These interferences are the intersymbol interference, interchannel interference and
cochannel interference. Specifically, we investigate the on-chip cross-talk effects in an
IDFT/DFT OFDM system with multiple front-ends. Our analysis covers transmis-
sions through ideal channel, LTI wireless channel and LTV wireless channel. We also
develop models for both discrete-time and continuous time analysis. We found that
maintaining the orthogonal property of the pulses functions of the OFDM modula-
tion/demodulation and choosing appropriate length of cyclic prefix are important in
sustaining the proper operation of OFDM in the presence of on-chip cross-talk. In
particular, these two rules serve to eliminate ISI and ICI induced by on-chip cross-talk
in multiple front-ends OFDM systems.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Our analysis shows that the on-chip cross-talk does have significant impact upon the
overall performance of the WiGLAN system. In our analysis, we take the divide-and-
conquer approach and investigate the on-chip cross-talk effects on different building
blocks of the system separately. As we analyze the on-chip cross-talk effects on one
building block of the system, we assume the other building blocks are all working
properly, e.g., the on-chip cross-talk does not impact their operations. By doing so,
we are able to pin-point the failure, caused by on-chip cross-talk, in the operation of
an individual building block, identifying the cause of system performance degrada-
tion. Furthermore, we will compare the system performance when a building block
is operating under ideal condition and that when it is operating with the presence of
on-chip cross-talk.
The system performance degradation is primarily due to the cross-talk effects
upon the operations of the space-time coding scheme and the orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing scheme. In our analysis, we investigate these two schemes in
detail.
Space-time coding techniques explore spatial and temporal diversities to improve
transmission reliability. We can sustain the diversity advantage introduced by STC if
we can ensure the channel paths being independent to each other through the trans-
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mission. However, in our analysis we found that on-chip cross-talk can destroy the
independency among different channel paths and make them become correlated to
each other. As the channel paths become more and more correlated to each other,
the diversity advantage as well as the system performance is degraded more and
more. We have developed a set of metrics which are helpful in evaluating the system
performance and analyzing the cross-talk effects. Among those metrics, the modified
Euclidean distance is particularly important in evaluating the transmission reliability.
The on-chip cross-talk causes variation of the MED which determines the pair-wise
error probability.
On the other hand, the OFDM techniques explore the diversity in the frequency
domain by dividing the available channel into subchannels for parallel data trans-
mission. In our analysis, we found that certain properties, namely, the Nyquist
criterion, the orthogonal property of the pulse functions of the OFDM modula-
tion/demodulation, need to be satisfied to combat the intersymbol and interchannel
interferences. When these properties are met, ISI and ICI induced by on-chip cross-
talk can be eliminated but cochannel interference still remains. In an IDFT/DFT
implemented OFDM system, cyclic prefix technique is used to eliminate the ISI and
ICI. We found that when cross-talk occurs among the front-ends, the characteristics
of the channel changes, specifically, the length of the CSI is extended. Then, the
original cyclic prefix might not be sufficient anymore. Thus, the on-chip cross-talk
impacts the operation of the OFDM scheme and cause inferences to occur. To prevent
this, we need to adjust the length of the cyclic prefix to the maximum one among the
lengths of all the channel paths.
An interesting direction for future research is to explore different characteristics
of the spatial channel and cross-talk channels (more specifically, the stochastic nature
of the spatial channel and the deterministic nature of the on-chip cross-talk channels)
to design coding schemes that enable the differentiation between the information of
the spatial channel and that of the on-chip cross-talk channels. If we were able to do
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so, we can design coding and modulation schemes to counteract the on-chip cross-talk
effects.
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Appendix A
Simulation Codes of the Multiple
Front-ends STC/OFDM System
In the chapter, we will provide samples of the simulation source codes. To see all the
source codes developed for the analysis in this thesis, please go to the following link:
http://web.mit.edu/-alumnjackyliang
Note that the author reserve the copyright and all the rights of these codes. The
codes should not be used for any commercial purpose and should not be distributed
without the permission of the author.
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C:\Work\starp\figstbcmain.m Page 1
August 3, 2004 9:08:14 PM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Main Program of STBC %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Original File: stbc PrE SNR_04_QAM_09.m
% Last modified: 2003-03-22 (saved data0l.mat, step=10000, 3days to complete)
clear all;
mmpath('/home/jkliang/starp');
tic;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% the standard AWGN curve in Theory %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
theory_exp=[0:0.1:0.9];
theorySNRnorm=10.^theory_exp;
theorySNRnormdB = 10*log10(theorySNRnorm);
theory_var=l/sqrt(2);
theory-dmin=theory_var.* (sqrt (12.*theorySNRnorm));
theoryalfre = theorydmin./2;
theoryPsE = 3*((1/2).*(erfc((theory~alfre./theory_var)./sqrt(2))))-((9/4).*(((1/2).*(erf i
c((theory_alfre./theory_var) ./sqrt(2)))) .^2));
theoryPsEdB = 10*logb (theoryPsE);
theory show=[theoryexp' theorySNRnorm' theory_SNRnorm-dB' theorydmin' theoryalfre' th ie
eoryPsE' theoryPsEdB']
theorySNRnormsim_dB = [0:1:9];
theorySNRnormsim = 10.^(theory_SNRnormsimdB./10);
% figure(1); % graph what the theory promises
% semilogy(theory_SNRnormdB, theoryPsE, 'gx-');
% xlabel('theorySNRnorm (dB)');
% ylabel('theoryPs(E) (dB)');
% title('noise vargl=Ts*l chanvargl=Ts*l mindistancegl=(l)*3.4641 gaingl=l num sim_ e
stepsgl=le4');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%% set params in order to call functions %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0 deg to 90 deg x-talk phase calculation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% simulation time numtime_step numSNRpt accuracy
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% setting the time scale %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% simulation time num timestep numSNR pt accuracy
% 260.1190 1000 10
% 01:00:00 10000 10 good
% 00:01:24 1000 10 bad
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% date: 2004-03-20-21 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% changes: (1) Get rid of the loops for generating nrx?? (stbc r2 05 Heq?.m)
% (2) Get rid of the loops for computing the decision metrics (stbcr2_05_Heq?.m)
% stbcPrESNR_04_QAM_04.m stbcPrESNR_04_QAM_05.m
% 1e2 steps 00:00:21 (_stepl00_testol.fig) 00:00:17 (_step1Otest0l-02. le
fig)
% le3 steps 00:05:00 (_step1000_test0l.fig) 00:01:20 (_steplOOOtest0l.fi i
g)
Figure A-1: STBC Main Codes Page 01
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C:\Work\starp\fig stbc main.m
August 3, 2004
% changes: (3)
% 1e3 steps
g)
%
% changes: (4)
% le3 steps
.fig)%
Replace the error checking loop by "nnz" function (stbc_r2_05_Heq?.m)
stbcPrESNR_04_QAM_04.m stbcPrESNR_04_QAM_05.m
00:01:11 (_steplOGO_test02.fi
Get rid of the plotting statement in the functions (stbcr2_05_Heq?.m)
stbcPrESNR_04_QAM_04.m stbcPrESNR_04_QAM_05.m
00:01:02 (_steplOOOtest03-04
% changes: (5) Check the numframe loop statement
% stbcPrESNR_04_QAM_06.m
% 1e2 steps unchanged (_steplOO_testOl.fig)
ie
(standardQAM_H_N_05.m)
stbcPrESNR_04_QAM_06.m
changed (_steplOtestO2.fig)
settimestepsize = 1;
setnumtime step = 10000;
setCSIlength frame = 1
setmeanH = 0;
setstdH = 1/sqrt(2);
setmeanN = 0;
set stdN = 1/sqrt(2);
setexp=[0:0.1:0.9];
setSNRnorm=10.^setexp;
setSNRnormdB = 10*log10(setSNRnorm);
% since using four antennas, we need to scale down the power at each TX
% antennas by 4
set_s_A_divider = 8;
set_s_mindistance = setstdN.*(sqrt(12.*setSNRnorm))./set_s_A_divider;
setalfre = set s mindistance./2;
set PsE = 3*((1/2).*(erfc((setalfre./setstdN)./sqrt(2))))-((9/4).*(((1/2).* (erfc((set_ te
alfre./setstdN)./sqrt(2)))).^2));
setPsEdB = 10*log10(set_PsE);
setshow=[setexp' set_SNRnorm' setSNRnormdB' set_s_mindistance' setalfre' setPsE' s i
etPsEdB']
% figure(l); % graph what the theory promises
% semilogy(setSNRnormdB, setPsE, 'gx-');
% xlabel('setSNRnorm (dB)');
% ylabel('setPs(E) (dB)');
% title('noise_var_gl=Ts*l chan-vargl=Ts*l mindistance_gl=(l)*3.4641 gain_gl=1 numsim_ ie
stepsgl=le4');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% crosstalk signal power %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
deg = pi.* [0:10:90]./180; % power distribution with different p l
hases
power-x = cos(deg).^2; %
power_y = sin(deg) .^A2; %
powerz = (1/3).*power y; %
powert = [power x', powery', powerx'+powery'] %
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signalix = cos(deg); % amplitudes ie
of signals in different paths
signaly = sin(deg); % with total io
power equal to 1
signal_z = sqrt(power_z); %
signal_t = [signal x', signaly', signalz'] %
signal_tsqr = [signal_x.^21 , signal_y.^2', signal z.^2', 3.*signalz.^2'] %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 0 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTXxtalk-p0o(11)=signal-x(l);
setTX_xtalk_pOO(12)=signal-z(l);
setTX_xtalkp0o(13)=signal_z(l);
setTX_xtalk_p00(14)=signal_z(l);
setTX_xtalk_p00(21)=signal_z(l);
setTX_xtalk_pOO(22)=signal-x(l);
set TX xtalk_pCO(23)=signalz(l);
setTX_xtalkp0o(24)=signalz(l);
setTX_xtalk_p0o(31)=signalz(l);
setTX_xtalkp00(32)=signalz(l);
setTX_xtalk_poo(33)=signalx(l);
setTX_xtalkp00(34)=signal_z(l);
setTX_xtalk_pO0(41)=signal_z(l);
setTXxtalk_p00(42)=signalz(l);
setTX xtalkp00(43)=signal_z(l);
setTX_xtalk-pO0(44)=signal-x(l);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 10 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX_xtalk p10(11)=signal x(2);
set_TX_xtalk p10(12)=signal z(2);
setTXxtalk-plO(13)=signal-z(2);
setTXxtalk_p10(14)=signal-z(2);
setTXxtalkp10(21)=signal z(2);
setTXxtalk p10(22)=signal x(2);
setTX_xtalkp10 (23)=signal_z(2);
setTX_xtalk_plc(24)=signal_z(2);
setTX_xtalk_pl0(31)=signal_z(2);
setTX_xtalkp10(32)=signal_z(2);
setTX_xtalkp10(33)=signalx(2);
setTX_xtalk_pl0(34)=signal_z(2);
setTX xtalkp10(41)=signal_z(2);
setTX_xtalkp10(42)=signal_z(2);
setTX_xtalk_p10(43)=signal_z(2);
setTX_xtalk_plo(44)=signalx(2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 20 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX_xtalk-p20(11)=signal-x(3);
setTX_xtalk_p20(12)=signalz(3);
setTX-xtalkp20(13)=signal_z(3);
setTX_xtalkp20(14)=signalz(3);
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setTXxtalk-p20(21)=signalz(3);
setTX_xtalk_p20(22)=signalx(3);
setTX_xtalkp20(23)=signal_z(3);
set_TX_xtalkp20(24)=signalz(3);
set TX xtalkp20(31)=signalz(3);
setTX_xtalkp20(32)=signal_z(3);
setTXxtalkp20(33)=signalx(3);
setTXxtalk_p20(34)=signal_z(3);
setTXxtalk-p20(41)=signal_z(3);
setTXxtalk_p20(42)=signal_z(3);
setTXxtalkp20(43)=signal-z(3);
setTX_xtalk-p20(44)=signal-x(3);
set TX-xtalkp20(41)=signal_z(3);
set_TX_xtalk-p20(42)=signal-z(3);
setTXxtalkp20(43)=signal_z(3);
setTX_xtalkp20(44)=signal-x(3);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 30 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX_xtalkp30(11)=signalx(4);
setTX_xtalkp30(12)=signal_z(4);
setTX-xtalkp30(13)=signal_z(4);
setTX_xtalkp30(14)=signal_z(4);
setTXxtalk-p30(21)=signalz(4);
setTXxtalkp30(22)=signalx(4);
setTXxtalk-p30(23)=signal-z(4);
setTXxtalk-p30(24)=signal-z(4);
setTX-xtalkp30(31)=signal_z(4);
setTX_xtalk-p30(32)=signal-z(4);
setTXxtalk_p30(33)=signal_x(4);
setTXxtalkp30(34)=signal-z(4);
setTXxtalkp30(41)=signalz(4);
setTXxtalkp30(42)=signalz(4);
setTX-xtalkp30(43)=signalz(4);
setTX_xtalkp30(44)=signal-x(4);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 40 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX_xtalkp40(11)=signal-x(5);
setTX_xtalkp40(12)=signal_z(5);
setTX_xtalk_p40(13)=signal_z(5);
setTX_xtalkp40(14)=signal_z(5);
setTX_xtalkp40(21)=signal_z(5);
setTX_xtalkp40(22)=signal-x(5);
setTX-xtalkp40(23)=signal_z(5);
setTX_xtalk_p40(24)=signal_z(5);
setTXxtalkp40(31)=signal_z(5);
setTX_xtalkp40(32)=signal_z(5);
setTXxtalk-p40(33)=signal-x(5);
setTX-xtalk_p40(34)=signal_z(5);
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setTXxtalkp40(41)=signalz(5);
setTX_xtalkp40(42)=signal_z(5);
set TX xtalkp40(43)=signal_z(5);
setTX_xtalk_p40(44)=signal_x(5);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 50 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX_xtalkp50(11)=signal-x(6);
setTX_xtalk_p50(12)=signal_z(6);
setTX_xtalk-p50(13)=signal_z(6);
setTX_xtalk_p50(14)=signal-z(6);
setTXxtalk_p50(21)=signal_z(6);
setTXxtalk_p50(22)=signal-x(6);
set TX xtalkp50(23)=signal_z(6);
setTXxtalkp5C(24)=signal_z(6);
setTX_xtalk-p50(31)=signal-z(6);
setTX_xtalk-p50(32)=signal_z(6);
set_TX_xtalk_p50(33)=signal-x(6);
setTX_xtalk_p50(34)=signal_z(6);
set TXxtalk-p50(41)=signal-z(6);
setTXxtalk-p50(42)=signal-z(6);
setTX_xtalkp50(43)=signal_z(6);
setTX_xtalk_p50(44)=signal-x(6);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 60 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX_xtalkp60(11)=signalx(7);
setTX_xtalkp60(12)=signal_z(7);
set TX xtalkp60(13)=signal_z(7);
setTX_xtalk-p60(14)=signal-z(7);
setTXxtalkp60(21)=signal-z(7);
setTXxtalk-p60(22)=signalx(7);
setTXxtalkp60(23)=signal_z(7);
setTX_xtalk_p60(24)=signal_z(7);
setTX_xtalkp60(31)=signal_z(7);
setTX_xtalkp60(32)=signal_z(7);
setTX-xtalkp60(33)=signal-x(7);
setTX_xtalkp60(34)=signalz(7);
setTX_xtalkp60(41)=signal_z(7);
setTX_xtalk_p60(42)=signal_z(7);
setTXxtalk-p60(43)=signal-z(7);
setTXxtalk-p6O(44)=signal-x(7);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 70 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX-xtalkp70(11)=signal-x(8);
setTX_xtalkp70(12)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalk_p70(13)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalk_p70(14)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalkp70(21)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalk-p70(22)=signal-x(8);
setTXxtalkp70(23)=signal-z(8);
setTX_xtalk-p70(24)=signal-z(8);
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setTXxtalkp70(31)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalk-p70(32)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalk-p70(33)=signalx(8);
setTX_xtalkp70(34)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalk-p70(41)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalk_p70(42)=signal_z(8);
set_TX_xtalk-p70(43)=signal_z(8);
setTX_xtalkp70(44)=signalx(8);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 80 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX_xtalkp80(ll)=signal-x(9);
set_TX_xtalkp80(12)=signalz(9);
setTX_xtalkp80(13)=signalz(9);
set_TX_xtalkp80(14)=signalz(9);
set TX xtalkp80(21)=signalz(9);
set_TX_xtalkp8O(22)=signal-x(9);
setTX_xtalkp8o(23)=signalz(9);
setTXxtalk_p80(24)=signal-z(9);
setTXxtalkp80(31)=signal_z(9);
setTX_xtalk-p8o(32)=signal-z(9);
setTXxtalk_p80(33)=signal-x(9);
setTX_xtalkp80(34)=signal_z(9);
setTX-xtalkp80(41)=signal_z(9);
setTX_xtalkp8O(42)=signal_z(9);
setTX_xtalkp8o(43)=signal_z(9);
setTXxtalkp8o(44)=signal-x(9);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TX xtalk 90 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setTX_xtalk_p90(ll)=signal-x(10);
setTX_xtalkp90(12)=signal_z(10);
setTX-xtalkp90(13)=signal_z(10);
setTX_xtalkp90(14)=signal_z(10);
setTX_xtalkp90(21)=signalz(10);
setTX_xtalk-p90(22)=signal_x(10);
setTX_xtalkp90(23)=signalz(10);
setTX_xtalk-p90 (24)=signal-z(10);
setTX-xtalkp90(31)=signalz(10);
setTX_xtalk-p90 (32)=signal-z(10);
setTXxtalkp90 (33)=signal-x(10);
setTXxtalkp90(34)=signalz (10);
setTXxtalkp90 (41)=signal_z(10);
setTXxtalkp90 (42)=signal_z(10);
set TX xtalkp90(43)=signalz(10);
setTXxtalkp90(44)=signal-x(10);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% RX xtalk 0 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setRX xtalkp00(11)=1;
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setRX_xtalk p00 (12)=0;
setRX_xtalk-p00(13)=0;
setRX_xtalkp0O(14)=0;
setRXxtalkp00(21)=0;
setRXxtalk_p00(22)=1;
setRX xtalk-pOO(23)=0;
setRX_xtalk_p00(24)=0;
setYR_xtalkp00(31)=0;
setRX_xtalk_pOO(32)=0;
setRXxtalk_p00(33)=1;
setRXxtalk-p00(34)=0;
setRX_xtalk-p00(41)=0;
set_RX_xtalk_p00(42)=0;
setRXxtalk_pOO(43)=0;
setRXxtalkp00(44)=1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% RX xtalk 40 deg %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
setR_xtalk_p40(11)=1;
setRX_xtalkp40(12)=0;
setRX_xtalk_p40(13)=0;
setRXxtalkp40(14)=0;
setRX xtalk_p40 (21)=0;
setRX_xtalk-p40(22)=1;
setRX_xtalk_p40(23)=0;
setRX_xtalk-p40(24)=0;
setRX_xtalkp40(31)=0;
setRX_xtalkp40(32)=0;
setRXxtalk-p40(33)=1;
setRXxtalk-p40(34)=0;
setRX-xtalk_p40(41)=0;
setRXxtalk-p40(42)=0;
setRX_xtalk-p40(43)=0;
setRX_xtalkp40(44)=1;
% [SNRnorm(1), PrE_pOO(1)] =stbcr2_02(set time step_size, setnumtime_step, set mean_ e
H, setstdH, setmeanN, setstdN, set_s_mindistance(1), setTX xtalkp00, setRXxtal le
k_pOO);
% [SNR norm(2), PrE_pO0(2)] =stbcr2_02(set time stepsize, set-num-timestep, set mean_ e
H, setstdH, setmeanN, setstdN, set_s_mindistance(2), setTX xtalk p00, setRXxtal l
k_pOO);
% [SNRnorm(3), PrE_p00(3)] =stbcr2_02(set time step_size, setnumtime_step, setmean_ vs
H, setstdH, setmeanN, setstdN, set_s_mindistance(3), setTX xtalkp00, set_RX_xtal t
k-pOO);
% [SNRnorm(4), PrE_pOO(4)] =stbcr2_02(set time step_size, setnumtime_step, setmean_ i
H, setstdH, setmeanN, setstdN, set_s_mindistance(4), setTX xtalkp00, setRXxtal vs
k_pOO);
% [SNR norm(5), PrE_p00(5)] =stbcr2_02(set time step_size, setnum timestep, setmean_ v
H, setstdH, setmeanN, setstdN, set_s_mindistance(5), setTX xtalk p00, setRX xtal i
kpOO);
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Appendix B
Performance Analysis of STC
System
Ever since Tarokh introduced the space-time coding performance criteria and code
construction in [7]. A lot of research has been poured into the field of determining
the performance limit and the design criterion of space-time code in different sce-
narios. Paulraj, Nabar and Gore give a general introduction of space-time wireless
communication in [18]; Wornell and Narula present a rigorous analysis of multiple-
antenna transmission diversity in [2]; Vucetic and Yuan provide a thorough study on
the performance of space-time code in [34]; Tse and Zheng emphasize the fundamen-
tal trade-off between data rate and transmission reliability in [5]; Larsson and Stoica
investigate the implementation and performance of space-time block code in [48]. In
this chapter, we will present some of the useful findings for space-time code design
and performance analysis by those authors.
B.1 Large (TD - nR) Case for Slow Fading Channel
The core of the analysis for the large (VD - nR) case is the usage of the Central
Limit Theorem. (Since /3j,ij has a Rician distribution, 102,il2 has a non-central chi-
square distribution with 2 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameters pg,2 2.)
According to [26, 34], this non-central chi-square-distributed random variable 0j|,il2
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has the following mean and variance
(B.1)113j,,12 1 I+p± |2
and
2910j, 1 = 1+ 2|P |2
B.1.1 Gaussian Approximation
(B.2)
Note that a large value of TD ' R, i.e., TD -nR > 4, corresponds to a high dimensional
difference between the two STC codewords under analysis. According to Central
Limit Theorem that the sum of a large number of iid random variables approximates
a unit normal variable, =I En_' Ai 1j,i 12 approaches a Gaussian random variable
[49]. Let's call this approximated random variable Z. Thus we have
nR nT
jl Ai 1ji 2 Z ~ z(1Z, U )
j=1 i=1
where
nR nT
Az = E E Ai (I + IMpjJ2)
j=1 i=1
and
nR nT
O =j Al (I + 21p2=|24j=1 i=1
(B.3)
(B.4)
(B.5)
B.1.2 Evaluation of Pairwise Error Probability
Using (B.3), the pairwise error probability (3.33) and its upper bound (3.34) can be
approximated as
P(X, X) = J+000 Q Zjj ) p(Z)dZ
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(B.6)
P(X, X) <
Apply the following equation
- exp -Z p(Z)dZ
z=0 2 4NO
to the upper bound inequality,
exp (-aZ) p(Z)dZ = exp (22 - a z Q ( Z - PZ ) a > 0 (B.8)
we obtain
P (1( Es)P(X, X) < - exp2 2\4NO /
2 E (E) U2 -_z
-i - S ) MZ) Q 4N
4No U oz
Here we have derived the upper bound for the unconditional pairwise error prob-
ability in terms of the distribution parameter of Gaussian random variable Z. We
will discuss the evaluation of the exact performance in later in this chapter.
B.1.3 Rayleigh Fading Case
Now, let's consider the Rayleigh fading as a special case. Since for Rayleigh fading,
all the means of the entries of the space channel are zeros, i.e., Ihj, = 0, it is evident
that all the means of the entries of the overall channel are also zeros, i.e., p-g3 2 = 0, for
all i E [1, 2, ... , nT] and j E [1, 2, ... , nR]R. Furthermore, we can show that = 0
for all i and j as well. Hence, for the Rayleigh fading case, the mean and variance of
Z become
rD
Ipz = nR E Ai
i=1
(B.10)
and
rD
22
O-l = nE Ai
i=1
Now let's apply (B.10) and (B.11) to (B.9), we obtain
(B.11)
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(B.7)
(B.9)
P(X, X) < 1 exp
(n>R Z.=% A (I1N A,, r A2 Ii= /1)
Substituting the inequality (3.14), we obtain
1
-4
or if we further assume that we are at high SNR regime, s.t.,
4No _ A 2
we can further approximate the upper bound in (B.12) as
1P(XX ) < exp
B.2 Small (TD ' TR) Case for Slow Fading Channel
the small (rD -nR) case, rD -nR < 4, the Gaussian approximation does not hold any
more. Thus, we have to evaluate the pairwise error probability term by term in our
analysis.
B.2.1 Term by Term Evaluation
To obtain the unconditional pairwise error probability, we take the expectation value
of the conditional pairwise error probability r.w.t. each O3 ,i, for all i E [1, 2, ... , nT]
and all j E [1,2, ... , ni]. Thus, we have
P(X, X) J ... f1+00 P(X, XIG)p(j/3i,1j)p(j31,2j) 
- P(113nR,T 1)
4d0 1,1IdL1,2 1 ... d 3npR,nTI
(B.16)
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(B.12)
(B.13)
(B.14)
rD
EA2 (B.15)
_)2 (nR ErD I A.
2 4No i== z
exp 2 DR 1 A?
Es
-No
B.2.2 Approximation of the Unconditional Upperbound
Note that 1,j I are independent random variable following Rician-distributions as
shown in (3.35). Let's apply (3.35) to (B.16).
pairwise error probability is then given by
As shown in [7], the unconditional
1+ E exp4No i
(B.17)1-H12 
Es
4No
4No )
B.2.3 Rayleigh Fading Case
Consider the Rayleigh fading as a special case. As shown before, p = 0. Thus, the
upper bound in (B.17) becomes
P(X, X) < f
(i=1
(B.18))4No 
As shown in [7], at high SNR regime, (B.18) can be simplified as
P(X, X) <
D nR
SAi
Thus far, we have approximated the unconditional pairwise error probability upper
bound for both large value and small value of rnR. We would like to gain some insight
in STC design from those upper bounds. We will discuss the design criterions later
in this chapter after discussing the performance analysis for fast fading channel.
B.3 Large 6HnR case for Fast Fading Channel
Just like for slow fading, we will apply Central Limit Theorem to our analysis for
the large ( 6 H - nR). (Since lf3,(t)I has a Rician distribution, j/3, 1(t)I2 has a non-
central chi-square distribution with 2 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameters
Ipj (t) 12.) This non-central chi-square-distributed random variable L3j,1(t) 12 has the
following mean and variance
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P(X,X) < (nTH H=
3=1 i=1
( Es) -rDnR4No (B.19)
Ai,3 1 2(t) = 1 + I/1/3 1(t)2 1
and
07, 2(1(= 1 + 21p (t)l2 (B.21)
B.3.1 Gaussian Approximation
Note that a large value of ( 6 H ' 'R) corresponds to a large number of independent
subchannels. According to Central Limit Theorem that the sum of a large number of
iid random variables approximates a unit normal variable, Ett(x,X) Z> 3 ,i (t) 2 .
Jx(t) - R(t) 2 approaches a Gaussian random variable. Let's call this approximated
random variable U. Thus we have
>1E /3,I(t)I2 . x(t) - R(t)12  U ~ .A(uu, ?U)
tEL(x,jt) j=1
(B.22)
where
and
(B.23)
n R
Pg = E E x(t) - R(t)12 (1 + pje (t)12)
tEt(x,) j=1
R
2 = I x(t) - (t)14 (1+2pg(t) 12
tEt(x,k) j=1
(B.24)
B.3.2 Evaluation of the Pairwise Error Probability
Thus, using (B.22), the pairwise error probability (3.49) and its upper bound (3.50)
can be approximated as
P(XX) = Q
z=0
UE p(U)dU( 2N
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(B.25)
(B.20)
P(X, X) J exp -U p(U)dU (B.26)
- U=O 2 4No
Apply the following equation to the upper bound inequality in (B.8), we obtain
1 E2 E( E, ) U2(t) -- [U(t)P(X, X) < - exp N M(t) - 'N I (t) Q 4 O(t)2 2 \4No 4N U S-~
(B.27)
Here we have derive the upper bound for the unconditional pairwise error prob-
ability fast large 6 HnR in terms of the distribution parameter of Gaussian random
variable U. We will discuss the evaluation of the exact performance further later in
this chapter
B.3.3 Rayleigh Fading Case
Now, let's consider the Rayleigh fading as a special case. Since for Rayleigh fading,
all the means of the entries of the space channel are zeros, i.e., yh, (t) = 0, it is
evident that all the means of the entries of the overall channel are also zeros, i.e.,
pg, (t) = 0, for all i E [1,2,... , nT] and j E [1, 2, .. . , nR1]. Furthermore, we can show
that p (t) = 0 for all i and j as well. Hence, for the Rayleigh fading case, the mean
and variance of F become
p(t)= n Z Ix(t) -- (t)12 (B.28)
tEt(x,X)
and
o (t) = Z Jx(t) - (t(B.29)
tEt(X,X)
Now let's apply (B.28) and (B.29) to (B.27), we obtain
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P (X,X) ex
2Q
( 4N (nR EttC(x,k) x(t) -
(hR Ztct(X,X) Ix(t) _ k(t)1 2~ ( I
(NE 1- ZtE(X,k) (OX(t)~ 2 \
t E(X ) IX (t)-Xk(t) 2
(B.30)
Substituting the inequality (3.14), we obtain
1P(XX ) < -
4
exp ( 1 2IdtEl(X,X) 1XV) - I)2 nR Etet(xk) fx(t) - (t)1
2
or if we further assume that we are at high SNR regime, s.t.,
Es > Et(X,X) Ix(t) - R(t)12
4NO -tet(x,k) jx(t) - R(t)14
we can further approximate the upper bound in (B.30) as
)
P(X, X) < 1 exp 
-R E
4 otEi,(x,x-)
Ix(t) - (t
B.4 Small 6 HriR case for Fast Fading Channel
For the small (6 H - nR) case, the Gaussian approximation does not hold any more.
Thus, we have to evaluate the pairwise error probability term by term in our analysis.
B.4.1 Term by Term Evaluation
To obtain the unconditional pairwise error probability, we take the expectation value
of the conditional pairwise error probability r.w.t. each #,Q3, for all j E [1,2, . . , nR].
Thus, we have
P(X, i ) < f .. -- 0 o P (X, |G)
- (P(/31,1(1)DP(L62,1(1)I) -P(I/nR,I(tF)I))
- (d|3 1,(1)jdj32,i(1)1 ... dl/3nR,I(tF)1)
(B.34)
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(B.31)
(B.32)
2 ) (B.33)
B.4.2 Approximation of the Unconditional Upperbound
Note that 13j,1 (t) are independent random variable following Rician-distributions as
shown in (3.35). Let's apply (3.51) to (B.34).
pairwise error probability is then given by
As shown in [7], the unconditional
P(X, X) < QnRi
_H H ( 11+ _f IX (t) - t 1)exp - +4No x(t) - (t) 2
(B.35)
B.4.3 Rayleigh Fading Case
Consider the Rayleigh fading as a special case. As shown before, = 0. Thus, the
upper bound in (B.35) becomes
P(X, X) < (B.36)
te(XX)I 1+ Esx(t) - R(t)12
As shown in [7], at high SNR regime, (B.36) can be simplified as
P(XX ) < E -0H RR( Es ) -
Thus far, we have approximated the unconditional pairwise error probability upp-
per bound for both large value and small value of 6 H nR. We would like to gain some
insight in STC design from those upper bounds.
B.5 Cross-talk Effects Upon STC Design Criterion
B.5.1 Slow Rayleigh Fading Channel and High SNR Regime
Case
The transmission reliability for slow Rayleigh fading channel at high SNR regime,
as indicated by the upper bounds in (B.15) and (B.19), depends several important
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(B.37)I x(t) - R(t)12
parameters which are within the design-engineering domain. We will analyze those
parameters' effects on the value of the upper bound and try to extract a set of STC
design criteria from our analysis.
Based on (B.15) and (B.19), we will characterize the design criterion by three
parameters, the rank, the determinant and the trace of the codeword distance matrix.
The Determinant
Note that in (B.19), the upper bound decreases exponentially w.r.t. the product
of the eigenvalues of D(X, X). To reduce this upper bound for the large (rD - nR)
case, we should try to maximize the minimum product of all the eigenvalues of the
codeword distance matrix D(X, X) among all the pairs of distinct codewords. Note
that for a square matrix, the product of all its eigenvalues is equal to the determinant
of the matrix. Suppose C(X, X) is a n x n square matrix,
rc
fJ Ac, = det (C(X, X)) (B.38)
where rc is the rank of matrix C and Ac, are the eigenvalues of C.
Thus for our codeword distance matrix, we have
rD
Since the product of all the eigenvalues of the codeword distance matrix is equal
to the determinant of the matrix, maximizing the eigenvalue product is equivalent to
maximizing the determinant of the codeword matrix. We called this design criterion
the determinant criterion.
The Trace
As both (B.15) indicates, the pairwise error probability upper bound decreases ex-
ponentially w.r.t. the minimum sum of the eigenvalues of D(X, X). To reduce this
upper bound, we should try to maximize the minimum sum of all the eigenvalues
of the codeword distance matrix D(X, X) among all the pairs of distinct codewords.
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Note that for a square matrix the sum of all its eigenvalues is equal to the sum of all
its diagonal elements. This sum is called the the trace of the matrix. Let's take the
n x n square matrix C(X, X) for example again. Its trace can be expressed as
ro n
tr (C (X, _)) =Ac, = Ci,i (B.40)
i=z1 i=1
Thus for our codeword distance matrix, the trace is given by
rD nT
tr (D (X, X)) = Ai = Dj,j (B.41)
i=1 i=1
where Dj,i are the entries of D(X, X) and is given by
tF
Dj,i = ((t) - i (t))(x2 (t) - j (t))* (B.42)
t=1
Now substituting (B.42) into (B.41), we obtain
nT tF
tr (D(XI )) = Vx2 (t) - zi(t)| 2  (B.43)
i=::1 t=1
As (B.43) implies, the trace of the codeword distance matrix is equivalent to the
squared Euclidean distance between the two codewords X and X. Thus maximizing
the minimum trace of or the minimum sum of all the eigenvalues of D(X, X) among
the pairs of distinct codewords is equivalent to maximizing the minimum Euclidean
distance between all pairs of distinct codewords. We called this design criterion the
trace criterion.
The Rank
Both (B.15) and (B.19) imply that the minimum rank of the D(X, X) plays an
important role in determining the value of upper bound. In (B.15), we see that the
trace of the codeword distance matrix depends on rD; in (B.19), we see that both
the determinant of the codeword matrix and the SNR exponent depend on rD - nR,
which corresponds to the number of independent subchannels. Thus we should always
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maximize the minimum rank of the codeword distance matrix among all distinct pairs
of codewords. We call this design criterion the rank criterion.
We summarize the STC design criterion of slow Rayleigh fading at high SNR
regime for both the large and small rD -nR as the following
Summary of Design Criterion for Slow Rayleigh Fading and High SNR Case
After identifying which regime the value of rD nR is at, we summarize the STC design
criterion of slow Rayleigh fading at high SNR regime for both the large and small
rD ' nR as the following
Design Criterion for large (rD - nR)
First, maximize the minimum rank rD of matrix D(X, X) over all pairs of
distinct codewords.
Second, maximize the minimum trace E=1 Ai among all pairs of distinct code-
words.
Design Criterion for small (rD -nR)
First, maximize the minimum rank rD of matrix D(X, X) over all pairs of
distinct codewords.
Second, maximize the minimum product H-I'B Ai or the determinant of matrix
D(X, X) among all pairs of distinct codewords with the minimum rank.
B.5.2 Fast Rayleigh Fading Channel and High SNR Regime
Case
The transmission reliability for fast Rayleigh fading channel at high SNR regime,
as indicated by the upper bounds in (B.33) and (B.37), depends several important
parameters which are within the design-engineering domain. We will analyze those
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parameters' effects on the value of the upper bound and try to extract a set of STC
design criteria from our analysis.
Based on (B.33) and (B.37), we will characterize the design criterion by three
parameters, the product of the squared Euclidean Distances between STC symbol se-
quences, the sum of the squared Euclidean Distances between STC symbol sequences
and the the minimum space-time symbol-wise Hamming distance 6 H.
The Minimum Product
Note that in (B.37), the upper bound decreases exponentially w.r.t. the product of
the squared Euclidean distance between space space-time symbol sequences x(t) and
R(t), which we will denote as d', given by
d = I x(t) - R(t)12  (B.44)
tEL(X,x)
To reduce this upper bound for the small (6 H- ' R) case, we should try to maximize
the minimum product distance d2 along the path of the pairs of codewords with the
minimum symbol-wise Hamming distance 6 H. We called this design criterion the
max-min-product criterion.
The Minimum Sum
As (B.15)indicates, the pairwise error probability upper bound decreases exponen-
tially w.r.t. the minimum sum of the squared Euclidean distance between space
space-time symbol sequences x(t) and R(t), which we denote as SE
ds = E Ix(t) - R(t)12  (B.45)
tEt(X,X)
To reduce this upper bound, we should try to maximize this minimum sum d,
among all the pairs of distinct codewords. We called this design criterion the max-
min-sum criterion.
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The Minimum Space-time Symbol-wise Hamming Distance
Both (B.33) and (B.37) imply that the minimum space-time symbol-wise Hamming
distance 6H between all pairs of distinct code words plays an important role in de-
termining the value of upper bound. In (B.33), we see that the sum of the codeword
distance sequence depends on 6H; in (B.37), we see that both d' between space space-
time symbol sequences and the SNR exponent depend on6H nR, which corresponds
to the number of independent subchannels. Thus we should always maximize the
minimum 6H between all pairs of distinct code words. We call this design criterion
the Hamming distance criterion.
We summarize the STC design criterion of fast Rayleigh fading at high SNR
regime for both the large and small 6 H - nR as the following
Summary of Design Criterion for Fast Rayleigh Fading and High SNR Case
After identifying which regime the value of 6H - nR is at, we summarize the STC
design criterion of fast Rayleigh fading at high SNR regime for both the large and
small 6 H nR as the following
Design Criterion for large ( 6 H ' nR)
First, make sure that the product of the minimum space-time symbol-wise Ham-
ming distance and the number of receive antennas, 6HnR is large enough (> 4)
Second, maximize the minimum sum d, among all the pairs of distinct code-
words.
Design Criterion for small (6 H ' nR)
First, maximize the minimum space-time symbol-wise Hamming distance 6 H
between all pairs of distinct codewords.
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Second, maximize the minimum product distance, d', along the path with the
minimum space-time symbol-wise Hamming distance 6H.
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